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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a Minor Field Study (MFS) that aims to help the social enterprise Tugende, located in 

Kampala, Uganda, to expand its operational reach and capacity by adopting lean methods in its risk 

assessment process (RAP). Tugende offers individuals driving motorcycle taxis, called boda bodas 

(BB), microloans to promote ownership instead of renting. The company is experiencing growing 

pains at the moment due to its aggressive expansion plans for the coming years and we found that 

human capital and other major resources were exhausted to its limits. Instead of increasing the 

supply of resources and input, we intended to increase output by making the RAP more resource-

efficient and improve the quality of the process so that new loan applicants can receive a more fair 

evaluation and individual credit risks can be better determined. The course of action was to follow a 

step by step model specifically tailored for Tugende, named the Customized Model where all stages of 

the project were accounted and planned for in advance. The result is a newly designed RAP with 

three standardized application surveys that allow for higher accuracy in data-collection and more 

integration of technology in the rest of Tugende’s operations.  

 

 

  



SAMMANFATTNING 

Detta kandidatexamensarbete är en Minor Field Study (MFS) som syftar till att hjälpa det sociala 

företaget Tugende, som ligger i Kampala, Uganda, för att utöka sin operativa räckvidd och kapacitet 

genom att applicera lean i deras riskbedömningsprocess (RAP). Tugende erbjuder individer som kör 

motorcykel-taxi, så kallade boda bodas (BB), mikrolån för att främja ägandeskap i stället för hyrning 

av fordonet. Företaget upplever i nuläget växtvärk på grund av ambitiösa och aggressiva 

expansionsplaner inför de kommande åren. Vi fann även att företagets arbetskraft och andra viktiga 

resurser var uttömda till dess gränser. I stället för att öka tillgången på resurser och indata, kan 

produktiviteten och utdata öka genom att göra RAP mer resurseffektiv och genom att förbättra 

kvaliteten i processen så att nya kunder kan få en bättre och rättvisare bedömning på deras 

individuella kreditrisk. Projektets metodik var att följa en skräddarsydd steg för steg modell specifikt 

anpassad för Tugende, som vi har valt att kalla Customized Model där alla delar av projektet planerats i 

förväg. Resultatet är en omdesignad RAP i form av tre standardiserade ansökningsformulär som i 

framtiden kommer att möjliggöra för högre noggrannhet i datainsamling och mer integrering av 

teknik i den övriga verksamheten.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Economic Situation in Uganda 
Uganda, a country rich in culture, vegetation and animal kingdom is at the same time one of the 

poorest countries in the world. As many as 24.5 percent1 of the population live under the poverty 

line2 and 38 percent Ugandans was reported in 2009 to live on less than 1.25 dollars a day3. The 

Ugandan economy is heavily dependent on agriculture as the major part of the population engage in 

agriculture.4 Unfortunately it is also these households that are most severely hit by poverty. 

 

In the last two decades the Gini coefficient5 in Uganda has grown from 0.32 to 0.486, by remarkably 

50 percent. This means that even though Uganda did experience high growth rates of GDP during 

those years, the reading of the Gini index is that economic inequality has increased. The reason why 

both GDP and Gini index increased simultaneously is due to the fact that a small group of sectors 

that only employ a small proportion of the Ugandan population drove the growth in GDP. These 

sectors include banking, telecommunications, transport and construction. Instead, the major part of 

the population, 84 percent, who has not experienced as large of a change in the recent decades still 

live in the poor rural areas, being occupied by agriculture or simply unemployed.7 This inequality and 

agricultural dependence is a common and reappearing issue in many developing countries. 

 

1.2 The Boda Boda Industry and Tugende’s Role 
With little education and financial opportunities, young Ugandan men find driving BBs one of the 

best jobs available for them on the market. Most BB drivers earn five dollars a day, which given the 

fact that 65 percent8 lives below the poverty line sounds like a good deal. However, job security for 

BB drivers is considered very low since most drivers rent their motorcycles indefinitely from 

landlords who can remove their bikes at any time. This uncertainty of job and income impedes with 

the possibilities of private savings and financial independence. 

 

The BB market employs by some estimates more than 200,0009 drivers only in Kampala. The 

industry also exists in Kenya, Rwanda and Brazil.10 Due to poor roads and a lack of public 

transportation, BB drivers are even more useful and larger in amount in smaller cities in Uganda, 

                                                
1 The World Bank Group, 2009. 
2 The poverty line is two dollars a day. 
3 The World Bank Group, 2009. 
4 Gollin, D., and Rogerson, R., 19 Mar 2010. 
5 Gini index measures the extent to which the distribution of income or consumption expenditure among individuals or 
households within an economy deviates from a perfectly equal distribution. 
6 The World Bank Group, 2009. 
7 Gollin, D., and Rogerson, R., 19 Mar 2010. 
8 The World Bank Group, 2013. 
9 Klosterboer, B., 2013. 
10 Tumwiine, W., 2 Apr 2014. 
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which makes motorcycles important to the transport economy.11 Stating this, improving Tugende’s 

processes and operations, can make a significant impact on many Ugandan individuals living in 

poverty or poor living conditions. 

 

Tugende provides loans in the form of a new motorcycle, using a hire-purchase agreement that will 

be owned by the BB driver himself between 10 and 18 months, when paid on time. 

 

“Ownership allows drivers to save money they would normally spend renting, and provides 

accumulated savings in the value of the paid off motorcycle. Because the weekly payments are 

only 10-15 % higher than the market rental rate, there is little marginal cost to our clients 

when making weekly payments.”12 

 

In addition to the increased feeling of security that ownership brings, ownership can in many cases 

also affect the drivers’ behavior out in traffic. The capital Kampala is known for its heavy traffic and 

BB drivers there are known for their erratic driving at unsafe, high speeds. Most travel guides warn 

tourists to not use BBs as the death rates are frighteningly high.13 The opportunity that Tugende 

offers its customers could spark a change in these individual’s traffic behavior as people are usually 

more concerned about their own private property. 

 

1.3 Purpose and Objectives 
With the theme of this year’s course in MG100X, Lean Production in mind, a Bachelor degree project 

was proposed and accepted by Sida as a Minor Field Study (MFS). The project was carried out at the 

social enterprise Tugende located in Kampala, Uganda. The company offers individuals driving 

motorcycle taxis, called boda bodas (BB), microloans to promote ownership instead of renting the 

motorbikes they drive to earn money, as ownership doubles driver’s take home profits.14 The bigger 

aim is to instead of just stopping at making ends meet, create an opportunity for BB drivers to invest 

in their families and futures. Tugende is a very well-respected and essentially the sole microcredit 

enterprise specialized on the BB industry in Kampala. However, the company is at the moment 

growing at such a pace that human capital and financial capacities are reaching its limits. Many 

unavoidable changes to the company’s operations will have to be made in the near-future in order to 

sustain the growth that Tugende is experiencing at the moment and planning for the coming years. 

 

What distinguishes Tugende from other similar companies or companies that have failed to survive 

in the BB market is their unique risk assessment process (RAP). This process enables the company 

to select reliable and high-performing customers that are more likely than the average driver to 

adhere to their payment plans and taking care of their vehicles. This is why the main focus of this 

thesis is to improve the process of assessing potential customer’s credit risk. If the risk assessment 

                                                
11 Wilkerson, M., 2013. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Nakiyimba, G., 25 Mar 2012. 
14 Wilkerson, M., 2013. 
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operation can be made more streamlined and resource-efficient, it will enable Tugende to make a 

larger social impact on the BB industry. It is also crucial for Tugende to sustain and strengthen the 

one competitive advantage that makes them thrive in a highly competitive environment. 

 

This study aims to through expanding the social impact of Tugende, in a greater perspective also 

address one of the greatest issues in developing countries, namely the income gap between the rich 

and poor and the disparity between people in urban and rural areas. Most experts would agree that 

equality is a key factor for progress in developing countries and so, it needs to be stressed even more 

as a contemporary topic. Some of the most popular approaches to lessening income gaps in the 

third world are direct donations to individuals who seem to need it the most. We, the authors of this 

study, however do not believe it to be a sustainable and long-term solution. “Give a man a fish and 

you feed him for a day, teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime”. The key word here is 

independence. By offering financial independence and ownership to individual BB drivers, Tugende 

can make a real impact on people’s financial situations that will last a lifetime. 

 

1.4 Problem Formulation 
Our problem statement for this project is henceforth summarized in the following sentence, 

“To improve and streamline the RAP for Tugende in order for them to develop and scale up their 

business in the competitive BB industry.” 

 

1.5 Scope and Methodology 
Due to the project’s time and financial constraints, the scope of the thesis only includes the 

operations at Tugende that are directly related to the process of risk-assessing potential customers. 

The general approach of the project is to develop and follow a model that is specifically tailored for 

Tugende’s situation. We have created a tailored model of method for our project at Tugende from 

start to finish, called the Customized Model which will be followed step by step throughout the 

project’s entire lifespan. This model is greatly inspired by Bicheno’s model of the five lean principles 

(BFLP) and lean thinking, but also includes other components such as market analysis, research, 

gained knowledge from our education and experiences. The model will also need continuous 

changes and iterations as the project proceeds in relation to our discoveries, achievements, 

adversities and goals with the purpose to deliver the best possible result for Tugende. 
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2. PREVIOUS STUDIES AND MODELS 
The following chapter provides the reader a review of literature and previous research that is useful 

to understand and improve Tugende’s current operations. This section serves to build a broad and 

scientific foundation for the reader to understand some of the concepts and ideas applied in this 

project. 

 

2.1 Previous Studies on Boda Bodas in Uganda 
Among the work we can access, there are only a few studies specifically about BBs in Uganda, 

naming two would be Boda boda – Uganda’s rural and urban low-capacity transport services15 and A cross-

sectional retrospective study of boda boda injuries at Mulago hospital in Kampala, Uganda16. From these studies, 

we retrieved general information about the BB industry such as injury rates and other challenges in 

the industry, although the data is relatively old. These papers served as background information for 

the external research in the Customized Model and are recommended to read for anyone interested in 

the dynamics of the BB industry. 

 

2.2 Porter’s Five Forces 
Michael Porter published his famous article How competitive forces shape strategy in 1979, a framework 

for determining an industry’s attractiveness by analyzing five forces that affect the industry. The five 

forces are the threat of new entrants, threat of substitute products or services, bargaining power of 

suppliers, bargaining power of buyers and the rivalry among competing firms. Understanding the 

underlying causes of the competitive forces reveals the sources to an industry’s attractiveness or 

unattractiveness. Porter’s five forces analysis can also be used as a tool to anticipate and influence 

competition and other challenges for the company over time. Understanding the competitive forces 

that shape an industry is therefore essential to create a competitive advantage for a company and 

crucial to strategy.17 

 

2.3 Lean in Manufacturing and Service Companies 
Inspired by Henry Ford and his production site in Highland Park, the idea and development of lean 

started in the Japanese automobile company Toyota as the Toyota Production System (TPS) in the 

beginning of the 20th century. Eiji Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno at Toyota decided to dedicate their 

work to create a successful strategy on how to cross all obstacles and connecting all steps in the 

manufacturing process to a continuous flow which is completely synchronized with the end-

consumer needs.18 Their work resulted in the TPS (today what is referred to as lean), and coined the 

expression kaizen19, which pervades the entire lean-philosophy “Nothing is so good that it cannot be 

                                                
15 Howe, J., Davis, A., 2002, p. 235-240. 
16 Naddumba, E. K., 2007. 
17 Porter, M., 1979. 
18 Jones, D., (Bicheno J., Holweg, M.), 2004. 
19 Kaizen means continuous improvement in Japanese. 
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improved”20. Liker’s statement applies for all companies and conditions irrespective of purpose and 

mission. 

 

“Lean describes a philosophy that incorporates a collection of tools and techniques into the 

business processes to optimize time, human resources, assets, and productivity, while improving 

the quality level of products and services to their customers.”21 

 

Lean in the service and manufacturing industry are closely connected, as the service industry is a 

continuous development of the manufacturing industry where lean was first developed. Regarding 

service industries the customer focus is a key role in achieving a lean thinking. The reason for that is 

that the customers regulate and determine the successfulness of the service company. A service 

company has more varieties and need to keep them, as the services are customized for each 

individual customer, while a manufacturing company like Toyota has manufacturing processes 

which all can be standardized since the variety between each product is relatively low. Decreasing 

variety and simplifying the products eases standardization and allows for cutting costs and reducing 

waste of resources like time, money, storage and staff. Lean thinking is therefore simpler to 

implement in manufacturing industries, however, many of these ideas can be and have been adopted 

into the service industry even if they might not be carried out to their full former potential form the 

manufacturing aspect. For lean in the manufacturing industry there is a thrive to simplify the process 

map, decreasing the steps in the different operations and processes, decreasing lead time, throughput 

time and the overall cycle time, resulting in a more efficient process map, while in service industries a 

lean process map can be even more complex and with more steps than before implementing lean. 

The reason for this is that in the pursue to keep or increase quality, operational capacity and 

customer focus while decreasing or reducing waste, saving on resources like time, costs and staff 

there might be a need to add some steps which in the long term will help reduce waste.22 

 

There are however some lean principles which cannot be copied from the manufacturing industry 

without redesigning and adapting them to the service industry. These lean concepts are for example 

design for manufacturability23 (DFM) and just in time24 (JIT), where the DFM is implemented with the 

purpose of decreasing variability and details of a product and simplifying its manufacturability, 

which in turn will increase operational capacity by speeding on and standardizing the manufacturing 

process. DFM with its intentions in lean can be adopted into the service industry. The difference lies 

in how to use the concept behind DFM. Instead of using it for manufacturing intentions, the 

concept can be used as an inspiration to decrease variation and simplify the different forms and 

application scoring in Tugende’s case. While some researchers argue that certain tools are more 

relevant to certain industries25, others such as Morris and Johnston claim that the distinctions 

                                                
20 Liker, J.K., 2004. 
21 Becker, M.R., 2014. 
22 Hanna, J., 22 Oct 2007. 
23 Engineering art of designing products for easy manufacturing. 
24 Strategy to produce and deliver goods in just the amount and at such time as they are needed. 
25 Krischnan, V., Parveen, C. M., 2013. 
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between manufacturing and service are exaggerated or even bogus.26 

 

2.4 Process Design 
Engineer and Shingo27 examiner John Bicheno published his book The lean toolbox for service systems in 

2008, becoming the first book that attempts to assemble a comprehensive set of tools for lean 

service and administration. In his book, Bicheno presents different tools for lean service and 

administration in service systems. Bicheno approaches general lean service concepts and 

frameworks, from completing process maps and flowcharts, to understanding different types of 

service systems and how to reach and achieve a sustainable future lean condition in service systems.  

 

Bicheno recognizes the difference between manufacturing situations and service situations. In 

manufacturing, processes can become more lean by standardizing specific processes by reducing 

types of variation. However, service situations respond to the addition of value of customer needs 

and their varied qualifications. With his book, Bicheno presents a toolbox of different approaches 

for different circumstances in order to apply them accordingly and appropriately on a service 

process. In service processes and situations, adapted and flexible processes and workforces are the 

ways to streamline. 

 

Bicheno presents his own model for service companies, the five lean principle model. BFLP model 

is based on five major and guiding steps to comply in order to identify a company's current 

condition and introducing and implementing a future lean condition: 

 

1. Specify what constitutes value from a customer’s viewpoint. 

2. Identify the value stream - which parts of Tugende add value and which parts do not. 

3. Make the value flow - seek to remove the non-value-added parts of the Tugende. 

4. Ensure that the demand is pulled - driven by the customer’s demand, rather than stockpiling 

according to supply. 

5. Seek to perfect the process by iteration.28 

 

Consequently, Bicheno discusses the key tool of determining value versus waste - the value stream, 

and identifying which processes constitutes value for the company and equally for the customer and 

understanding their difference. 

 

 

  

                                                
26 Morris, B., Johnston, R., 1987. 
27 The role of a Shingo Examiner is to use his/her expertise in operational excellence to evaluate organizations through 
report reviews and site visit assessments.  
28 Bicheno, J., 2008, p. 15-16. 
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3. THE CUSTOMIZED MODEL 

3.1 Overall Model 
As explained in the earlier section Scope and Methodology, a tailored model was created specifically for 

this project and Tugende. We used the newly gained knowledge from researching operations 

management theories to create the so called Customized Model, illustrated in Figure 1 below, a great 

inspiration was the BFLP that has been the backbone of the model.  

 

 
Figure 1. The Customized Model for embodiment of the project. 

3.2 Research 
The first step in the Customized Model is to do research on a number of subjects relevant to the thesis. 

Examples of these subjects are the BB industry, the company Tugende and the economy of Uganda. 

A large part of this research was performed before coming to Uganda and the main purpose was to 

understand the role of Tugende in the BB industry. Both external and internal research was 

conducted. 

 

External research - Porter’s five forces 

The external research consists of an industry analysis through applying the Porter’s five forces 

framework. This helped determine the overall attractiveness of the motorcycle taxi industry and 

identify the drivers that are making the industry profitable or less so.29 The market Tugende is 

currently operating within is defined as the ‘renting and leasing of BBs in Kampala’. 

 

In this market, there are a large number of companies and individuals that offer BB drivers 

motorcycles for borrow, rent and lease. These companies and individuals are direct rivals of 

Tugende, but they offer in general deals requiring higher down payments, collateral and less active 

                                                
29 A more comprehensive analysis of existing competition is found in the Appendix section 2.1. 
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support to each unique driver’s situation than Tugende. This makes Tugende’s services generally 

more attractive than their direct competitors’. However, there are a myriad of competing firms and 

substitutes for taking a boda - a customer can instead choose to walk, drive a car, grab a traditional 

taxi or take a matatu30. This ultimately puts a price ceiling on Tugende’s product as drivers have many 

alternatives on getting a boda and the driver’s customers have many alternatives for getting around 

town - which in turn means that BB drivers cannot afford to increase their taxi prices and cannot 

manage a loan with too high interest rates. 

 

Looking at the supply chain of the renting and leasing of BBs in Uganda, there are the suppliers of 

motorcycles being large and financially capable firms such as Bajaj Auto, India Yamaha Motor and 

TVS Motor Company. The biggest issue with the suppliers is that even though there are many 

brands to choose between, Tugende customers tend to, as seen in Figure 2 below, in 71 percent of 

cases choose a Bajaj Boxer over any other brand. Since Bajaj Auto has such an influence on the 

industry, they have a high bargaining power on Tugende and vice versa - Tugende has very little 

bargaining power on Bajaj Auto, making their motorcycle prices rigid for most of their low-quantity 

purchasing customers. 

 

 
Figure 2. Type of motorcycle brands among previous applicants on 27th February 2014. 

 

The renting and leasing of BBs is a market with very low barriers to entry, which is why there are 

constantly many new entrants to the market. Entering does not require any significant capital 

investments and it would not be difficult for an external party to copy Tugende’s business model. In 

addition, the regulatory environment of the BB industry is currently very unstable and unpredictable. 

During an in-depth interview with Robert Kyukyu and Edison Masereka from the Kampala Capital 

City Authority (KCCA), it was revealed that the KCCA is planning an industry intervention together 

with the police in Kampala in the coming years.31 The intervention will implicate stricter regulatory 

enforcements for ones who break traffic rules and KCCA plan to use police officers to investigate 

each individual BB driver before they are approved and allowed to operate in Kampala. An example 

of this is the recent announcement and implementation of 200,000 UGX fine on all BB cyclists 

                                                
30 Matatus are 14-seater minivans that operate as buses with predetermined destinations for the public. 
31 Kyukyu, R., Masereka, E., 21 Feb 2014. 
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carrying more than one passenger at a time.32 Another significant disturbance in the industry is an 

organization called Boda Boda 2010 Association. This organization offers BB drivers a voluntary 

membership as a mean to validate the location of their stage33.34 Even though the membership is 

voluntary, drivers without a membership card are frequently stopped by Boda Boda 2010 

Association field agents who will impound their bikes and keep the motorcycle outside their central 

office, until the driver buys the membership card. These institutional factors, combined with the fact 

that crimes involving BB drivers are extremely common in Kampala, makes a company like Tugende 

suffer. When a Tugende driver's is targeted by Boda Boda 2010 Association or thiefs, they lose the 

ability to continue paying off their motorcycles and Tugende loses a source of income. 

 

To summarize, the BB industry is a harsh environment for companies and individuals renting and 

leasing out motorcycles. There are strong influences from all directions, which subjects the market 

to fast changes and makes it hard to predict. Especially strong is the bargaining power of suppliers 

and coming institutional changes that will turn the industry upside down. The large variety of 

available substitutes, intense rivalry among existing firms and bargaining power of the customer puts 

a price ceiling on Tugende’s products. The only way to survive in the industry is to grow, in volume 

and by diversification of the business. If Tugende can successfully scale up the business, they will 

gain more and more bargaining power over the main supplier Bajaj Auto. Scale economy will also 

spread Tugende's fixed costs over a larger volume, meaning that they can make a larger profit from 

each individual loan. Becoming a bigger and a more important player in the industry can also 

become a hindrance for new companies to copy Tugende's business model. 

 

Internal research - Tugende’s short and long term goals 

The management of Tugende has naturally already been planning an ambitious growth for the 

coming years. Tugende has in the last year initiated cooperation with several companies in hope to 

use Tugende drivers for delivery services. This is an example of how the company is already 

diversifying its product portfolio. In sheer numbers, Tugende plan to release ten more bikes every 

month until the end of 2014, resulting in 1000 customers at the end of the year. Through keeping up 

the growth, there will be 5000 leased bikes by 2016 and 10,000 by 2019. In order to reach these 

numbers, the company has to, besides growing its operational capacity also grow geographically and 

broaden its customer group. 

 

Additional goals for Tugende is according to its management to digitize its internal documentation 

system and expand the investigation on the living conditions of drivers who are given Tugende loans 

in order to better assess the social impact Tugende is making. Data on previous loan applicants’ 

privately owned assets and ownership of the motorcycle they drive can be found in Appendix 

section 1.1-1.3. 

 

                                                
32 Kaija, B., 2014.  
33 A stage is the location and group with which each driver is affiliated. 
34 Kafeero, A., 18 Feb 2014. 
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3.3. Interviews 
 

Tugende staff 

With the purpose of understanding Tugende’s operational management, goals, future prospects and 

overall operational processes, we conducted individual in-depth interviews with the entire staff of 

Tugende, consisting of six (today seven) staff members with different areas of work and expertise. 

 

The interviews were not individualized to each member of the staff, they were structured on basic 

questions regarding all the processes of Tugende and how they work, lead time, work assignments and 

specific roles at Tugende, distribution of chores, what issues Tugende and the individual’s area of 

work are currently facing, which process needs most to be improved and what their expectations on 

this thesis project were. 

 

After conducting these interviews we analyzed the different answers and issues named and 

emphasized in the individual interviews. The information gathered from the interviews were to be 

used for mapping Tugende’s current condition in order to identify possible issues in some of the 

processes, understanding the company’s business model and the service it provides its customers. 

 

Representatives in the BB industry 

In addition to the interviews with the Tugende staff, interviews with KCCA representative Robert 

Kyukyu and representative of the Boda Boda 2010 Association, Atanas Kafeero, were performed at 

an early stage for the purpose of completing a market analysis and receive thoughts and inputs on 

the BB industry in Uganda. 

 

During the interview with Robert Kyukyu and his assistant Edison Masereka, we were informed 

about the coming restrictions of the BB industry and the changes ahead. These changes will affect 

BB drivers and the companies dependent on the BB industry. The outlying reason to KCCA 

wanting to restrict the BB industry is to promote other, more efficient ways of transportations. 

These changes are expected to occur in the coming 20 years but are dependent on the development 

of infrastructure and improvements of road quality in mainly Kampala, but also in the rest of 

Uganda. 

 

3.4 Observations and Field Work 
We participated on Tugende’s lectures on terms and conditions, loan management and customer 

care.35 Furthermore, we shadowed the staff in order to properly map processes, measure key metrics 

such as cycle time, lead time etc. and participate in all different stages of the processes. At times, field 

visits to customer’s stages and homes took place; where we were able to document the actual 

procedure of vetting, instead of wholly depend on the pronounced one from interviews. We also 

                                                
35 Must completed lectures before approval/vetting, these three lectures are aimed to educate potential Tugende 
customers to become better acquainted with the dangers in the industry, how to correctly manage the loan and the 
conditions they have to comply with after becoming a Tugende customer. 
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took over some jobs of the Tugende staff, such as performing the online application process and 

similar tasks that did not require too much internal education. Doing this enabled a better 

understanding of the responsibilities of each individual member of the Tugende staff and where in 

the company’s operations problems could occur. 

 

A general take-away from observations and field visits was that what was said in interviews could 

differ greatly from how the company operated in reality. An example is that when staff members 

were asked about how long he or she took on average to perform one online application form. One 

staff member answered five minutes in an interview, which differed greatly from the actually 

measured online applications this staff member performed a week after the interview, in reality it 

took between 15-20 minutes per application. A second example is finding out that even though 

every applicant’s household finances are registered in the database, nowhere in the process of 

evaluating an applicant is it brought out for evaluation and thus, the state of a driver’s household 

finances is today not a factor that decides if a person gets his or her loan application approved or 

not. A third example is noticing the great variation of ways that different Tugende staff members fill 

out the application form or interpret answers. This and similar examples suggest that some staff 

members perceive the operations differently in their minds than how it is objectively seen in 

numbers and reality. 

 

3.5 Mapping and Analyzing the Current Condition of Tugende 
Mapping the current condition of Tugende’s processes was necessary to understand how the 

individual processes work, identifying issues, bottlenecks and waste, calculating key metrics and get 

the overall understanding of Tugende, their needs and how to create a lean condition for Tugende. 

BFLP can only be assessed if one first maps the value stream, which is why a process map of the 

current condition is required before continuing with the lean implementations.  

 

In order to pursue the current condition process map, we used the interviews, observations and field 

work as mapping tools. The current condition process map is illustrated in Figure 3 on the following 

page.  
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The next step in Bicheno’s and our Customized Model for creating a future lean condition was to 

analyze the current condition process map by identifying: 

● Waste 

● Bottlenecks 

● Distribution of priorities. 

 

Bottlenecks 

In the current condition process map, bottlenecks already appear at an early stage in the overall map. 

At the present, the applicants are more than what the staff of Tugende is capable to handle in an 

efficient way. The online application process on Wednesdays after the lectures takes 15-20 minutes 

in cycle time per applicant and with only two or three application agents performing the task, the 

entire process throughput time36 can take up to three hours when there are approximately 30 applicants37. 

The incoming applicants are too many in relation to the capacity of the staff and Tugende. 

Moreover, the field vetting is also restricted by the operational capacity of the field vetting agents. 

Each week there are about 12-20 applicants vetted in the field and the field vetting is carried out by 

two specific Tugende staff members whose knowledge in this area are the fundamentals for the field 

vetting. The field vetting is done and scored based on the knowledge and opinion if these two field 

agents which limits their capacity to vet as well as Tugende’s. The variety during the vetting process 

is large and the method differentiates from each applicant.  

 

Waste 

Bicheno emphasizes this element to be the most important one to identify in a current condition. 

He stresses the meaning of lean and defines it as the removal of muda.  Without removing or 

decreasing the waste, a lean thinking and future is not reachable. We have taken the decrease and 

removal of muda into great consideration, and while analyzing the process map we have sought to 

find the activities in the process where muda is predominant.  

 

The individual field vetting process gives great value to Tugende and customers, since it is a 

distinguishing process for Tugende and allows it to investigate the reliability of the individual 

applicant while giving the applicants two chances to prove their reliability and trustworthiness for a 

Tugende loan. However, since the current screening process is both time-consuming and too 

dependent of the field agent it creates a large waste for Tugende when a field agent for any reason is 

not able to conduct the field vetting. When travel time becomes too long or when an applicant is 

rejected after the field vetting, having used the resources of Tugende while Tugende has gained 

nothing on that applicant. There is also a large waste in not actually using the information gathered 

during field vetting as the greater part of information and knowledge gathered is not properly used 

in the latter evaluation stages, parts of this activity seems wasteful. 

                                                
36 Calculated according to Little’s Law: throughput time = cycle time x work in progress. 
37 30 is the work in progress in this case. 
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Furthermore, a process where waste can be decreased is the online application process. The lead time 

from a customer finishing a lecture to filling out the online application with an application agent can 

be around half an hour or sometimes even more. The waiting time for an applicant to fill out the 

online application form with a Tugende agent is often very long, forcing the customer to use its time 

for waiting. This creates a huge waste for the customers, having to use their own time to wait but it 

also creates waste for Tugende. The waiting applicants are using the office space of Tugende to wait 

and allow for dissatisfaction from the customers towards Tugende if they have to wait too long for 

an online application, both aspects increasing the waste in this step of the RAP.  Likewise, the 

content and questions of the online application conducted by an application agent becomes waste 

instead of value since they are not used correctly. Much of the information received during an online 

application is never used or analyzed, and the design of the form hinders some correct data 

collection and analysis. The information then becomes waste for Tugende instead of value for future 

analysis and improvement. There are questions regarding the economic situation of the applicant, 

needing calculation by hand or calculation by the application agent, which consumes a large part of 

the application cycle time and the phrasing of some questions in the form allows for interpretation or 

misunderstanding which prevents accurate data collection. All in all, Tugende has a large amount of 

waste because of operational structure and management, misuse of data and excessive variability in 

the exertion of specific steps in the RAP, for example during the online application or field vetting. 

 

Priorities 

Tugende has committed staff members who seek to develop the processes of Tugende but a main 

focus should be on where to decrease waste and increase value in hope to increase operational 

capacity in relation to the small staff and large group of clients and applicants. More, the staff needs 

to have specific chores and distribute chores to avoid double working and thus create a more 

organized Tugende. Currently there are many tasks and assignments executed by everyone 

depending on who has the time to finish the task. Of course all staff members shall help each other, 

but there is also a risk that the staff relies on this concept, creating an inefficient operational 

management, lowering the overall efficiency in the office.  

 

Conclusion of process map analysis and possible solution 

All in all, almost all of Tugende’s operations and processes are currently facing a lot of waste, need 

for improvement. An increase of the rate of value and operational capacity is needed in order to 

reach Tugende’s future goals. The results of the process map analysis also shows that the focus of 

our project, the RAP, was the correct choice as it is one of the more wasteful and improvable 

processes at Tugende. The RAP consists of the online application process, field vetting and decision 

committee meeting. As Bicheno explains, lean thinking is the key to growth, thus increasing 

operational capacity resource-efficiently and analyzing the three elements38 would guide us to the 

specific process that needs improvement within lean. The staff of Tugende is excited on developing 

the company further and increasing its operational range in the BB industry, however there is a need 

                                                
38 The three elements are bottlenecks, waste and priorities. 
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to introduce and implement lean thinking in the operational management of Tugende, if they want 

to reach the goal set for the coming years.  

 

3.6 Design of Process 
Designing a new process is a step by step action, needing consideration and analysis in every step. 

For this project and the RAP, we have used BFLP and the Bicheno toolbox for service companies 

as guidance, but have only implemented the parts which are suitable for Tugende and similar smaller 

social enterprises and used ideas of our own to come up with the best possible solution for the RAP, 

Tugende and the customers.  

 

Designing a future lean condition 

After analyzing the process map, we knew which activities in the RAP that could be improved and 

should be introduced to a more lean concept. But before we could begin designing a new RAP for 

Tugende, there were five specific questions39 from Bicheno’s lean model and toolbox which needed 

to be answered from the process map analysis in order to design the most suitable lean RAP. 

 

1. What does Tugende really need?  

Tugende needs operational structure, technologization, standardization and less variety in its RAP to 

enable larger operational capacity, whilst still having limited or scarce resources. The company 

thereby needs to introduce and implement a lean thinking in all its processes. The Customized Model 

created by us with help of Bicheno’s toolbox for lean thinking in service companies, should be 

possible to implement in the other processes of Tugende beyond the RAP. 

The fundamental and core of lean is basic system stability, and with a basic RAP stability we see the 

biggest potential transformation that could affect Tugende and its capability to build and expand 

further.  

2. Which steps create value vs. waste in the process? 

As explained in earlier sections, most steps in the RAP are valuable for Tugende since they bring 

large amounts of useful applicant information to the table. All information of the applicant is very 

valuable to Tugende, since it allows the company to really get to know and create an image of the 

person applying for a loan with Tugende. 

The major waste for Tugende in the RAP is during the field vetting and online application. The 

majority of the information gathered out in the field is not noted or recorded anywhere for any data 

collection and for later use or comparison. This short-time thinking creates waste since significant 

amounts of useful information gathered during the field vetting is gone to waste. The overall 

operational structure and management of the RAP is unfortunately very unstructured which allows 

for all this waste to emerge. In Figure 4 the numbered red stop signs illustrate where issues and 

waste in the current RAP were identified.  

                                                
39 Bicheno, J., 2008, p.50. 
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3. How can the processes become more efficient? 

The key concepts here are standardization, documentation, technologization and quality 

improvement. 

4. How will it be supervised and controlled and how will the workload and activities/resources be  

balanced? 

Tugende will need one staff member who can take responsibility for a specific part in the process. 

Chore distribution will be an essential element in Tugende’s coming expansion plans as it is an 

important part of general lean operational management. Furthermore, we suggest that the staff 

members have a monthly meeting regarding the RAP to allow for thoughts and inputs, changes and 

improvements, where they can discuss how the process is adapted for the trends in the market and 

the current company situation. Also, the members of the staff need to take responsibility for their 

respective areas of work and make sure they deliver results continuously.  

5. Which are the specific operations in the process that need to be improved? 

As mentioned earlier, thanks to the current process map analysis we identified the application and 

vetting operations in the RAP to be those in need of the largest improvements. 

 

What has been important for us to keep in mind is that while we wanted to increase the value of the 

data collected in the application forms, we were also very concerned about not increasing the cycle 

time and lead time of the application process excessively, which might have occurred as we were to 

add more questions to the application form. There is a trade-off between value and the decrease in 

cycle time, and that is why we chose to introduce a paper application form. This transmits a part of the 

application activity to the applicant instead of the application agents, allows Tugende to collect more 

information and data than with only an online application form and will also in time decrease the 

lead time for the RAP. All in all, the purpose of the paper application form is to increase value and at 

the same time decrease lead time and balancing the trade-off between value-adding and degression of 

waste. 

 

First version of RAP 

After having discussed the analysis of the current condition process map and RAP, we began 

drafting solutions to solve the issues named earlier. The first version of solutions came to be a paper 

form and an online Google Form survey, with new updated questions and the objective was to 

strengthen the connection between the applications and field vetting. Our initial idea was to print 

the Google Form survey and let field agents bring it along with the paper form responses on field 

visits. Google Form is currently the platform Tugende uses for the online application process. 

 

3.7 Feedback and Rethinking 

Feedback is always an important ingredient in a successful project. Feedback was naturally also 

something that was requested continuously from the Tugende staff in all stages of this particular 

project. The extensive analysis on the current process map showed what exact problems that needed 
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attention, problems which we discussed together with a few members of the Tugende staff. After 

receiving positive feedback on some of the ideas presented as solutions, we went on with designing 

an outline of how the new RAP could look like. Rough drafts of the new application forms were 

made in Google Forms and Microsoft Word respectively. 

However, upon receiving feedback from the CEO of Tugende, it was expressed that Tugende 

wanted to take a bigger leap into the digital world than we had expected. The CEO made 

digitalization a high priority for Tugende and pronounced that Tugende would be willing to buy 

tablets for the field visits. This implied that the functions on Google Forms could not to carry out 

the comprehensive digital transformation the CEO had in mind. Specifically, Google Forms lacked 

the ability to incorporate geotagging40 in its surveys and the possibility to save a survey as a draft for 

later use. We had to take a step back in the work of redesigning the RAP and rethink and re-evaluate 

alternative solutions. Consequently, the direction of the project was inevitably changed. 

Next step was to go back to researching different platforms for online surveys that would allow 

geotagging and the draft function. It came down to two similar online softwares that would work on 

tablets, Formhub.org and Typeform.com. Finally, Formhub was chosen as the new online platform 

for Tugende as it had better built-in functions. This also meant that the online application forms had 

to be modelled using ODK.41 

 

Second version of RAP 

Having answered Bicheno’s questions for designing a lean process and interwoven them with the 

needs and goal of Tugende and the staffs concerns and insights we designed a new RAP with three 

forms42 and more rejection spots to decrease waste in these processes. Our goal while designing this 

new RAP has been to decrease waste, increase operational capacity and create a future lean 

condition which can still be used when Tugende grows and expands. We also started to consider a 

score sheet in Microsoft Excel for the vetting process, in order to rate the individual applicants 

based on their answers on the questions posed during the field vetting process. The purpose of this 

would then be to decrease variety and to ensure that each applicant is rated equally and transferring 

the knowledge of the field vetting managers to a data collecting Excel sheet, avoiding as much 

subjective opinion as possible in this process and trying to standardize this part of the RAP. In 

addition, a complimentary Excel sheet was created to use alongside the online application form with 

the aim to make use of the economic numbers collected during application. If an applicant’s 

economic situation could be generated at the spot, then the agent attending the applicant could also 

give a more substantiated and justified rating of the applicant that decides if the applicant is qualified 

for vetting or not. 

 

  

                                                
40 Retrieve the exact geographical coordinates of a location. 
41 Open Data Kit, a free and open-source set of tools which help organizations author, field, and manage mobile data 
collection solutions. 
42 Paper form, online form and vetting form. 
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3.8 Testing and Iterations 
Having redesigned the new RAP after the CEO's suggestions, it was time for the first testing round 

on Tugende customers. The first testing round occurred on the 12th March 2014, where two 

Tugende staff members were given instructions on how to perform the application forms using 

Formhub and an Excel sheet that would automatically calculate the financial stability of the 

applicant's household. Both were told that they would do one or two applications each on the new 

survey platform, but that the applicants subjected to this test had to go through the old system as 

well, or otherwise their personal information would be lost. To prevent a worsening of the 

bottleneck right before the application procedure, the two agents were told to perform the testing 

when the customer waiting line was relatively short. They were told to carefully read the instructions 

and also given the option to abort the testing if the instructions became too confusing.  

 

Only one of the agents managed to take one applicant through the new application procedure, but 

the part where the Excel sheet came in was greatly misunderstood and thus ignored. The other agent 

gave up after reaching the Excel sheet part in the instructions. The results from this small-scale test 

helped us conclude that it would be too confusing for anyone to use both the Excel sheet and 

Formhub simultaneously. Looking into the data collected by the agent who managed to complete 

one application form, albeit without the financial part in Excel, we could tell that Formhub was 

working well. However, micro-instructions embedded in the online form were often ignored as the 

agent probably stressed through the process because of the long queue of applicants. 

 

Upon learning which parts of the application procedure that were lacking through the first testing 

round, changes were made in the formulation of questions and instructions. Now, the priority was 

to find a way to perform the automatic calculations without too much extra work for the agent, or 

else we would have to let it go. After taking a lot of effort and time in learning about calculation 

functions in ODK, a way was finally found to program them into Formhub directly. 

 

The second testing round took place shortly after successfully programming automatic calculations 

into the form, on the 19th March 2014. This time, we conducted the testing ourselves and had two 

new applicants go through the new application procedure. The major part of the procedure went 

smoothly, though once again some questions and instructions had to be modified. 

 

Final RAP 

In the solution package ultimately delivered to Tugende we find three forms43 and complementary 

documents such as the XLSForm44 codes for the two online surveys on Formhub, process maps in 

an online-program called Lucidchart, full instructions45 for the new RAP and a Scorecard that will 

automatically give the applicant a score between 0 and 100 based on the answers from the field 

vetting form. The first form is full of mandatory personal details printed on paper that the applicant 

                                                
43 The paper application form, online application form and vetting survey. The paper form is found in Appendix section 
3.2. 
44 ODK programming in Excel. 
45 Found in Appendix Section 3.1. 
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is supposed to fill out on its own. The second form is an ‘Online survey’46 on Formhub that a staff 

member fills in together with the applicant. This form has automatic calculations of the applicant's 

actual savings embedded within and towards the end, also evaluation questions so that the staff's 

own opinion and impression can be registered. The last form called the 'Vetting survey'47 is designed 

for tablets and smartphones and can also be found at Formhub. Questions in this form is both 

aimed to evaluate the applicant on the spot and they also serve as an agenda to the field agents, a 

reminder of which questions that should not be forgotten in the field vetting. After the field vetting, 

the answers from the Vetting survey is meant to go into the Excel document 'Scorecard'48 where 

every applicant will automatically receive a score between 0-100, rating their behavioral risks for 

Tugende and whether they should be eligible for a Tugende loan.  

 

For our redesigned RAP there is also a necessity to designate a supervisor for the implementation of 

the new process. This person would be responsible for improving, changing and rephrasing the 

application and vetting questions and thus would have to be knowledgeable in ODK and Excel. 

This person would have to make sure that someone will supervise the process regarding instructions, 

printing of paper forms, availability of pencils etc. Complimentary documents to the final RAP 

solutions are found in Appendix section 3.1-3.5. The new process map of the redesigned RAP is 

found on the following page in Figure 5. 

  

                                                
46 Found in Appendix Section 3.4. 
47 Found in Appendix Section 3.5. 
48 Found in Appendix Section 3.3. 
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4. EXECUTION 

4.1 Transfer Knowledge 
Transferring knowledge from us to the Tugende staff was a bigger challenge than we had expected. 

Even though knowledge was transferred diligently throughout the whole project, too much 

information sharing was left to the last weeks of our stay in Uganda. We did not take enough 

consideration into the possible problems we could encounter before having already reached this step 

of the project. Problems such as people having a hard time learning for example programming in 

Excel, as the staff generally lacked experience in computer sciences. Besides computer language 

issues, basic language barriers also became apparent from time to time, even though both parties 

communicating were fluent in English. These barriers all hindered daily communication and the 

transfer of knowledge. 

 

The first step of the implementation process was to hold a presentation for the office about the new 

RAP and the next steps of implementation on the 25th March, 2014. The aim was to through the 

presentation unify the company and have all staff members on board with the changes that were 

approaching them. Shortly after the presentation, all relevant information regarding the new process 

was shared and Tugende staff was asked to examine the documents carefully on their own. The next 

step was to hold a workshop where people at the company could test the new process and clear up 

any misunderstandings before the actual implementation that was scheduled for the following day. 

 

The workshop ran for 2.5 hours and five49 out of the seven staff members participated in going 

through the whole RAP. Several interactive assignments were handed out, such as transferring 

information from a filled out paper form to the online application form. Other assignments included 

testing and discussing the questions in the online application form and vetting survey. Many 

confusions the staff had about the application process were cleared after this occasion, however, we 

also noticed that one workshop was definitely not enough to teach everything the staff needed to 

know to understand how in detail the process is meant to progress. Staff members were also 

relatively unfocused during the workshop and sometimes even took shortcuts to finish the 

assignments. It is understandable that a person cannot stay fully focused for 2.5 hours in a row, 

which is why there was a need to repeat the knowledge they had just received. However the problem 

was that our time in Kampala was running out. 

 

The most important part of the transfer of knowledge was therefore to have a person at the 

company that would understand the RAP as much as we do and would after our departure be 

responsible for holding repetitive workshops and being responsible for the continuous 

improvements, kaizen on this project. It was crucial that this person was sufficiently involved in the 

programming behind the forms, editing of calculations and of the scorecard, or otherwise Tugende 

staff would have to inconveniently communicate with us being in Sweden to clear up 

misunderstandings. The mentor sessions with the person who was selected for the job, Tumwiine 

                                                
49 One was in the US and another had to take care of Tugende customers. 
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Wilbroad, were relatively successful. It was important that besides knowing the technical parts of the 

process, he would comprehend the reason behind every design detail in the process. For example, 

making sure that he understood why we chose to introduce the paper form, why we chose the 

platform Formhub etc. The importance of the fifth principle of BFLP kaizen, was also overly 

stressed numerous times. If this kind of knowledge was successfully transferred to Tumwiine 

Wilbroad as well, then we believe that he would possess the necessary information to be in charge of 

kaizen in this area of Tugende’s operations. 

 

4.2 Implementation 
Actual transition from the old to the new RAP took place on 2nd April 2014. Many small problems 

were encountered while running through the new process and small issues discovered with the way 

the online application form was designed. Examples are that agents filled out answers in wrong 

units, lack of pencils which made applicants unable to fill out paper forms and technical issues such 

as abruptions in internet access and mix-up with different versions of the online application. 

 

As soon as these issues were discovered, actions were taken to amend them and we took some staff 

members through the procedure of making the small iterations. This was the first step of the 

continuous improvement process that will hopefully occur frequently in the future on Wilbroad's 

initiative. 

 

On the other hand, some aspects of the implementation went more smoothly than expected. The 

cycle time for performing an application was observed for the staff member Achomo Irene Mary and 

it was found that she took around 35 minutes for the very first online application, 30 minutes for the 

second, then 24, 13 and 21 minutes for the following ones. This shows that the learning curve was 

very steep for Irene and so, it implies that in practice, the staff members are able to learn a lot from 

a short amount of time. The trick is to make the new process feel like routine, because that is when 

it will in actuality become efficient, decrease cycle time and create more value for the company. This is 

a very positive indication for the rest of the implementation that Tumwiine Wilbroad will lead in our 

absence. 
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5. EVALUATION OF THE NEW RAP AND CUSTOMIZED 

MODEL 

5.1 How Will the New RAP Affect Tugende? 
Since Tugende is a service company that is growing rapidly, the first priority on the agenda has not 

been to directly improve key metrics in its operations such as the cycle time, lead time and throughput 

time. Though the newly designed RAP is more resource-efficient than the old one, displayed in the 

way that the transformation from input to output has been made more resourceful, so that output 

can increase faster than the adding of input. In reality, it means that Tugende can risk-assess a 

greater amount of people without having to add a correspondingly significant amount of workforce, 

time or money. We have not strictly focused on minimizing input however, because the company is 

growing and thus a combination of input increase and increased productivity is needed to satisfy 

demand. 

 

The company is in a situation where its operations and processes lack structure and instructions and 

it was observed from an early stage that there exists variation in excess even in Tugende’s arguably 

most important process, the RAP. Variation on the other hand, as explained in earlier sections can 

come in conflict with the idea of customer-orientation and customization of solutions. In Tugende’s 

case however, some parts of the variation in the RAP could be removed and it resulted in a more 

standardized process that could be easily understood and taught out to newcomers in staff. This 

way, valuable know-how from those familiar to the old RAP could be preserved and the risk 

assessment criteria could be improved and updated. 

 

In the long run, overall key metrics for the company will improve dramatically because quality of the 

RAP directly influences the cycle time, lead time and throughput time of Tugende's other operations such 

as dealing with late and missed payments or even the impounding of bikes from customers breaking 

agreements. A decrease in the rate of defaulters will not only bring more revenue for the company, 

but also allow Tugende to reallocate resources spent on managing these undesired scenarios 

elsewhere. The integration of contemporary technology in the RAP will also allow for more 

conclusive and accurate data collection that will prove to be helpful not only in predicting customer 

behavior, but perhaps even in fundraising. 

 

Unfortunately, the impacts mentioned above will not be visible until months from now and so, the 

extent of the effects cannot be measured for this report. Though the conclusion still remains that 

improving the quality of the RAP has been a higher priority than blindly cutting variability and cycle 

time, as the RAP can be used as a tool for defaulting prevention. Instead of focusing on the key 

metrics of one single process, the changes will work as the domino effect across Tugende's all 

operations. 
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5.2 Usage of BFLP and Bicheno’s Toolbox 
Bicheno’s model and toolbox have been directly helpful to us and the development of our project. 

The reasoning behind choosing the BFLP is that after researching about lean in services, the most 

relevant work was found to be John Bicheno’s numerous books in the named area. 

 

When arriving at Tugende the first step was to conduct the interviews and identifying the current 

condition of the company, with the purpose of deciding whether we could use Bicheno’s model or 

not. Bicheno made it easy, his models and principles are easy to implement in most companies and 

probably all services industries and following his step by step model to implement lean was relatively 

easy. Each step was clear and required results and analysis from the earlier step, reducing the chance 

of making mistakes or missing important information of the company’s condition, organization and 

processes. We enforced every step we could, and the very first was to identify how we could use 

BFLP. Even if we did our best to strictly follow Bicheno’s model, we had to redesign the model 

moderately by not mapping the value flow as extensively as the model might have required. The 

reason for this was to enable a better adapted solution for Tugende, which required a tailored model, 

which came to be the Customized Model.  

 

In practice, what differed from our Customized Model and BFLP is that we chose not to focus only on 

mapping the value stream but instead incorporating process mapping in our model. We chose to do 

so, since mapping the value stream takes a high-level look at a company’s flow of goods or services 

from customer to customer while detailed process mapping provides a more detailed look with a 

profound understanding of a process which in our case was the RAP. Since we already knew at 

arrival at Tugende that the focus of the project would be the RAP we made the decision to conduct 

a detailed process map of the RAP and processes associated with it instead of only mapping the 

value stream. By doing so we were able to better capture the inputs and outputs of every step in the 

RAP, classify critical and standard operating procedures and document decision points within the 

process. Naturally, we also looked at the value stream in the rest of Tugende’s operations; however 

this was in order to understand the overall operational structure and processes of the company. 

Choosing to focus on a detailed process mapping procedure on the RAP was in our opinion a good 

decision as it enabled us to easier identify the wasteful activities in the RAP in detail. Of course, the 

way we chose to conduct our process mapping and result of it, is in actuality very similar to value 

stream mapping and is closely connected to it. It is to say, that we conducted value stream mapping 

simultaneously and together with the detailed process mapping. 

 

Additionally, the fourth principle of the BFLP, identifying the actual customer demand and creating 

a pull was a principle that was greatly incorporated in the final solution presented to Tugende. The 

pull ensures that the demand of a company is pulled - driven by the customer’s demand, rather than 

stockpiling according to supply. For Tugende, we focused heavily on making the new RAP 

customer-orientated since it was identified as one of the elements that customers demand and would 

like in service. Customer focus and -orientation is in our opinion a fundamental part in becoming a 
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successful service company. The fifth principle, iteration or kaizen, was enforced as good as we 

could with the limited time we had left, this will instead be a much useful, continuous and repeating 

step for the Tugende staff. 

 

In conclusion, BFLP is only a framework for how to approach lean in a service company and further 

on the subject of implementing lean and Bicheno’s toolbox has been an inspirational source on 

which questions that need to be asked to correctly define Tugende’s condition and how to create a 

future lean condition. In other words, Bicheno’s models alone could not exhaustively satisfy the 

demand for the frameworks in this project’s case. This project needed a step by step model for how 

a lean project should be conducted and so, the Customized Model is a more complete model with 

Bicheno’s ideas embedded within it and added self-evident steps that are generally used in project 

management, such as the element of feedback. 

 

5.3 Evaluation of the Customized Model 
The Customized Model developed for this project worked very well in general. Using it, we succeeded 

in finding a viable solution that enables Tugende to increase the amount and quality of applications 

they receive every week. Some parts of this project such as the rethinking could however arguably 

been spared if communication with the CEO of Tugende had been truly comprehensive. More 

extensive and exhaustive communication with the CEO would have resulted in receiving feedback 

earlier in the project and time wasted on designing a tailored process around Google Forms could 

have been avoided. Generally, the lesson learned from this experience is that it is crucial to have 

everyone on board and involved in the changes to come. 

 

Transfer of knowledge was also found to be more complicated to carry out than expected. This is 

one of the most valuable things we have learned from the execution of this project, to never 

underestimate the time and effort it takes to transfer knowledge to another person, especially if it is 

to a group of people. This was the one step in the Customized Model where we could have done things 

differently and prevented a loss of knowledge. In hindsight, we could have transferred knowledge 

more rigorously; by for example having Tumwiine Wilbroad even more personally invested in the 

project and continuously taught him how everything worked. On the other hand, considering the 

fact that Tumwiine Wilbroad and other members of the staff were overloaded with tasks most days 

of the week and were at times even hard to schedule short meetings with, it is unclear how much a 

difference it would have made if transfer of knowledge would have been more prioritized. We 

suspect that due to the company’s ad hoc organizational structure, as it usually is the case for most 

small growing companies, time and workforce are two extremely restrained resources. To take even 

more time from the staff than we already had, would have led to other operations being neglected. 
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5.4 What Are Some Future Prospects and Potential Risks? 
For Tugende, the plan to expand picks up after the completion of this specific project. As the 

company aims to grow exponentially in the coming years, the way forward for Tugende is about 

kaizen and lean implementation in all the company’s operations. Continuous improvements will have 

to be made on the three application forms we have developed and new ways have to be found to use 

technology, for example one future research area is API50. If the company can successfully integrate 

technology in its operations, Tugende can also start using data-driven analysis to configure risk and 

impact assessment. Suggestions on areas that need attention in the future is marketing, as a rapid 

increase in sales volume would imply that there is a need for a greater in-flow of interested potential 

customers. Along with this, the labor force needs to be reinforced and the product portfolio needs 

to be expanded. To secure a competitive advantage, Tugende should also reflect on a customer’s 

viewpoint on how their operations work and have it in mind to not lose customer focus in 

everything they do. Our suggestions are therefore for Tugende to not hesitate to build on its brand 

equity and to continue initiating cooperative projects with other companies. As management of the 

company is well aware of, there are certain risks involved in making Tugende a brand, such as being 

partly responsible for all drivers who will be representing Tugende. However, there are also great 

potential gains in this business idea.  

 

Another risk worth mentioning, more closely related to the upcoming RAP-related changes, is the 

risk of standardizing. Standardization is a necessity for growing companies as it makes them more 

resource-efficient. However in Tugende’s case, standardizing their RAP can indirectly have a moral 

implication, as it implies that applicants will be credit rated by a standardized system, a template. For 

some applicants, this system will give them an unfair view of their records and suitability for a loan. 

An argument for standardization is the fact that Tugende is afterall a profit-driven social enterprise 

with the mission to ‘Improve the quality of life for our customers through a simple, transparent, and affordable 

opportunity to own an income-producing asset through a rent-to-own model’. A company, any company that is 

economically profitable without external financial support, they have to generate a profit through 

having greater revenues than expenses. For Tugende to become economically independent from its 

sponsors, they need to keep the rates of defaulting low and spread their overhead costs on a large 

volume of sales. In order to do that, they have to standardize their processes. As we have also tried 

our best to carefully design the new RAP as fair as possible, trying to accommodate for many types 

of scenarios, we believe that the pros of standardizing outweighs the cons in this very specific case. 

Nevertheless, Tugende should still be careful with standardizing its processes in the future. 

 

 

  

                                                
50 Application Programming Interface. 
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6. DISCUSSION ABOUT LEAN AND LESSONS LEARNED 

6.1 Is the Customized Model Applicable Elsewhere? 

Even though our Customized Model was originally designed for Tugende we see its potential to be 

applied in other contexts and companies. Process mapping, analyzing, identifying and introducing 

lean principles are still the key fundamentals when screening a company's processes and operations, 

regardless of its orientation and purpose. Regarding social enterprises, there is a core focus of 

specific missions and visions that have to be met and maintained when considering a larger change 

in the company processes. This enforces a tailored model for each individual social enterprise; 

however the fundamentals of the Customized Model can still remain unchanged. As our Customized 

Model is a tool to identify possible issues, wasteful processes and finding a lean solution, we are fairly 

certain to assume and say that our model is applicable in other social enterprises and service 

companies. 

 

Regarding lean thinking in manufacturing companies, the strategy and result will probably differ 

from BFLP and our Customized Model. This is because manufacturing companies are not as much 

regulated by the customer needs and individual services provided by service companies. It is then 

easier to focus on manufacturing aspects like DFM and JIT in processes which if introduced or 

improved can consequently streamline the processes in a manufacturing company more. 

 

As mentioned, the fundamentals of lean are unalterable which would emphasize the applicability of 

the Customized Model in manufacturing companies. The starting tools, such as process mapping, 

analyzing, identifying and introducing lean principles are unaffected by the fact if you are using the 

Customized Model in a social enterprise providing a service or manufacturing company.  

 

Of course the result of applying the Customized Model in a manufacturing company would surely 

differ from the result we achieved. Our new and redesigned RAP for Tugende ended with being 

somewhat more complex and with some more added steps in the process, though the overall goal  

for Tugende in the future is reduction of lead time, cycle time and throughput time and a thus a better use 

of resources. A manufacturing company would have a result concluding in a simpler process map, 

with probably fewer steps, however with the same overall result as ours for Tugende, a better use of 

company resources. Thus the final result should not differ, independent of carrying out a project like 

ours in a pro-profit company or manufacturing company.  

 

As a final conclusion we are certain to state, that if we were to carry out a similar project for a 

manufacturing company, we would most definitely use a tailed model for the project and subjected 

company, taking inspiration from the Customized Model we have developed. Moreover, we consider 

the Customized Model to be applicable in a more general context for implementing resource-efficiency 

in both pro-profit service companies as well as in manufacturing companies. 
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6.2 Lean in Developing and Industrial Countries 
There are tremendous differences on implementing a lean concept between companies in 

developing countries compared to developed and industrial countries. It is no longer as relevant 

whether it is a service or a manufacturing company, as they will have the same prerequisites if 

located in the same country. 

 

For example, Uganda has limited sources of electricity that will affect a service company as well as a 

manufacturing company badly. An electrical shortage can easily paralyze an entire company for a 

whole day if most of the processes are technologized, which creates a risk with technologization in 

Uganda. With limited internet and electricity access, Uganda and similar countries in Africa face a 

challenge when digitalizing with the purpose of implementing lean. This will complicate a transition 

to a more digitized and technology based company and industry. The transition to and usage of 

technology also demands knowledge in the area, and in regions where that knowledge is limited, a 

transition will or can be obstructed by the lack of knowledge or people afraid of change. However, 

by avoiding technologization and digitization, the gap between industrial and developing countries 

will only increase instead of decrease, which is why technologization is an important lean key factor 

in developing countries. 

 

In Sweden we have all possible resources needed to use technology unlimited and moreover, a stable 

economy with regulated inflation and a stable currency. Many developing countries struggle with the 

economy, and countries in Africa on their way up, becoming developed countries, face an issue with 

a rapidly growing economy causing an unstable and unreliable currency. This obstructs trading in 

local currencies and the high inflation causes a less powerful trading tool, preventing African and 

developing countries to enter international markets. This in turn hinders local companies in Uganda, 

Africa or other developing countries to expand and gain market shares in the international market. 

Thus, growing locally first is a key component to gain ground and in such way make a way into an 

international market. By implementing a lean concept for companies in Uganda or other developing 

countries, the possibility of growing locally increases and thus their possibility to enter an 

international market does too. Lean thinking is evidently an essential tool for all industries in 

developing countries, allowing them to gain more industrial and economical ground in a developed 

and globalized world. 

6.3 Customer Focus in Sweden and Uganda 
One of the discoveries while working on the project was that Tugende, its competitors and many 

other service companies in Uganda are less customer-oriented than its Swedish counterparts. This 

made us for a moment doubt the validity of Western frameworks such as the BFLP model or the 

over-exaggerated focus on customer service and think that they might be less fit for emerging 

markets, or that some elements in the models might not be quite fit for Tugende’s situation. It is a 

fact that developed and developing countries are in completely different economic situations, which 

might put some of the frameworks that originate from the West slightly out of context on the 

African continent. For example, there is a general lack of institutions, which can make it harder for a 

company to protect an idea from being copied by other companies. The markets here as a whole are 
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also more volatile and prone to regulatory changes than in the West, which forces all companies to 

pay more attention to market trends. What we finally understood however is that since emerging 

markets are going through westernization and the standards of life is improving, trends are also 

slowly turning. Customer service is becoming increasingly important for all service companies in 

Uganda too, which means that if Tugende can become customer-oriented before any other player, it 

might just become one of the things that differentiate the company from its competitors. 

 

6.4 Lessons Learned 
In a project there are always setbacks that will force you to reconsider and change ideas regarding 

the execution and results of the project. For us, even though we were mentally prepared for 

setbacks, we had several unpredicted fallouts that changed the execution and result of our project. 

These fallouts include both minor problems such as difference in opinion and larger issues as 

physical accidents that brought sickness to important people, which in turn forced plans to be 

delayed. In these times, a detailed-planned schedule was very handy. We made sure to update and 

check the time plan every day throughout the project from even before departure in Sweden until 

the deadline of this very report. Some extent of delay was accounted for and thus the damage from 

the setbacks was mostly cushioned by a cautious schedule. The time plan was probably one of the 

best tools used during the project.  

 

To sum up, we encountered a lot of hardships during the project and lessons were learned the hard 

way. But the best method for preventing something you cannot be prepared for is to plan and make 

room for disasters and setbacks, at least that is what worked best for us. 

 

6.5 Final Words 
Our contribution to Tugende came to be a newly designed RAP that is more resource-efficient and 

more importantly more value-creating and waste-decreasing than the old RAP. By removing waste 

and focusing on the activities that generate value, the new RAP will collect valuable information 

from the loan applicant that will help Tugende assess the applicant’s credit risks in an efficient and 

accurate way. 

 

As for the report, we hope to with this contribute to the knowledge pool that can help students and 

researchers approach similar projects to ours, conducted in developing countries. We are optimistic 

when it comes to the question whether our Customized Model is applicable in other projects. Though 

the model cannot be expected to be conclusively and directly applicable for some projects, these 

projects can take inspiration from the way our model was developed from BLFP and from the way 

our model differs from similar project models. We also hope for this piece to be an informative and 

interesting report on the BB industry and bring more attention to the daily problems that BB drivers 

experience. 
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So, through this study, we primarily aim to help Tugende to manage its RAP and invite the company 

to use operations management as a tool for expansion in future work. By helping Tugende grow, we 

are also taking part in their social impact in Uganda. For a developing country like Uganda, this is 

one more step closer in the right direction of becoming more equal country and a part of the 

globalized world. 
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1. FIGURES 

 

1.1 Status of Current Motorcycle 

 

Figure 6. Pie chart illustrating ownership status of motorcycles among previous applicants on 27th February 
2014. 

 

1.2 Distribution of Ways to Ownership  

 

Figure 7. Responses to the question “If owned, how did you buy the bike?” by previous applicants on 27th 
February 2014. 

 

1.3 Assets Owned 

 

Figure 8. Reported significant assets by previous applicants on 27th February 2014.  
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2. TABLES  

2.1 Competitive Analysis of the Boda Boda Industry 

Bodas for rent: Informal 
landlords, Driver’s social 
network 

 Fragmented market as players are small and scattered 

 Investments for expansion are high relative to player’s financial 
ability 

 Landlord’s own problems comes first 

 Product is hard to differentiate 

Commercial Banks: 
Equity Bank, Centenary 
Bank 

 Is increasingly aiming for the “downmarket” 

 High down payment 

 Can offer lower interest rates thanks to economies of scale 

 Provides no other active support for BB drivers 

Traditional Microfinance: 
Opportunity Bank, Pride 
Microfinance, UGAFODE 

 Long time to build up credit line 

 Requires high security 

 Similar interest rates 

Motorbank Kenya and 
other asset finance 
specialists 

 Recently entered the BB industry 

 Has a diverse product portfolio 

 Seem to provide active support for BB drivers 

 Competitive on prices and interest rates 

Suppliers: Bajaj,   Forward integration from suppliers 

 Suppliers are increasingly targeting the “downmarket" 
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3. OTHER DOCUMENTS 

3.1 Elaborated Instructions for Customers and Staff 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 
Application instructions for customers: 

1. Before filling out the form, please make sure that you have the three following 
documents: 3 passport photos, chairman letter, a photocopy, not the original KCCA 
registration and/or Stage card. If you did not bring these documents, please bring them 
next Wednesday and fill out this form then. 

2. Fill out the physical application form. When you are done, sit down and wait for the next 
agent who is available to handle your application. 

3. Finish your application with an agent and await an answer from Tugende from home! 
 

Application process Instructions for Tugende staff: 

1. A lecture just ended, applicants are told to take a copy of the (paper) application form 
and a pen and start filling it out if they brought the required documents. For people who 
cannot read English (and Luganda), they are allowed to jump the queue and go to the 
first free agent. 

2. When an applicant does not understand a question, he will be told to skip it and mark it 
as unanswered. 

3. When an applicant is done with the form and he sits and waits for the next free agent. 
4. When you are free and can attend the next applicant, you can start by asking if the 

applicant had any trouble with the (paper) application form and check whether any 
questions are unanswered. If questions are unanswered, help the applicant to fill it out 
right in the (paper) form. 

5. Click on this link to access the online application: 
https://l4734.enketo.formhub.org/webform [Link might have expired] 

6. If the queue of waiting applicants is not very long, you can choose to fill out the 
questions answered by the (physical) application form before starting with the (online) 
form. 

7. When filling out the (online) form, try to read all texts, even the small grey ones as they 
will inform you on the format that the answer needs to be in. 

 
Calculations within the (online) application form: 

8. In the Calculations section of the (online) form, question regarding the applicant’s 
financial situation will be asked in order to calculate the amount of money he can 
theoretically put away in savings etc. per week. 

9. Remember to enter the value in the correct unit - it is important to not mix up weekly 
amounts with monthly amounts! 

10. Exclude punctuations, in other words [shs 35,000] is entered in the format [35000]. 
11. Attempt to get answers from all questions to put in the green boxes. If a question cannot 

be answered, put in the value [0]. 

 

https://l4734.enketo.formhub.org/webform
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When you are done with the (online) application form: 

12. When you are done with the (online) application form, it is important that you click on 
box “Save as Draft” if any question remains unanswered, for example if you decide to fill 
in the questions from the (paper) form on a later occasion. In such a case, click on “Save 
Draft”. 

13. Name the Draft after the applicant’s application number. If you save as draft, write on 
top of the physical application form of that applicant that it is a DRAFT and the name of 
the field agent conducting the application. 

14. Otherwise click on “Submit”. Mark the physical form with the text “SUBMITTED”. 
This is to know which physical forms have been submitted in the online form and which 
have not. 

15. Only submitted forms will appear in the data excel sheet, which means that if you would 
like to vet a person whose online form is saved in drafts, you will have to finish filling out 
any unanswered questions in order to submit the online form. 

16. When going back to fill out the unanswered questions from the (paper) form, first change 
the answer on the question: “Will you fill in the information from the paper form now?” 
from “No” to “Yes”. 

17. Once again, make sure that all questions are properly answered before submitting. 
18. Please staple all documents per applicant together in one pile (Passport photos, KCCA 

photocopy/Stage card photocopy and chairman letter). 
19. After all the information from the physical form is submitted, pile all the stapled 

documents together and sort them in a binder and subfolder for the date of application. 
Then all applicants and their documents will be sorted by application date in that folder. 
Next week you will create a new pile with all stapled documents and put them in another 
folder in the binder.  

 
After all applications are done: 

20. After all applications are done, someone will be given the task to decide which applicants 
among the recently submitted applications that will qualify for vetting and which people 
that will be rejected and receive a rejection message (through sms or call). 

21. A suggestion is that the elimination could be based on the 3 criteria at the end of the 
form. To qualify, the applicant has to meet at least 2 out of the 3 criteria. The 3 criteria 
are: 

 Economic stability 
 Maturity and experience in the boda industry 
 Accuracy - has the applicant answered the questions truthfully? 
 

Field Vetting Form Instructions: 

1. Among those who qualify, vetting agents will choose which people to vet on each 
occasion depending on the geographical location of their homes and stages. 

2. Vetting agents will call the person who is to be vetted, to inform that they are going to 
see them at their stage. 

3. At the stage, questions from the vetting survey will be answered. The online vetting 
survey can be accessed through a tablet or a smartphone on the website: 
https://obtih.enketo.formhub.org/webform [Link might have expired] 

4. Vetting agents can decide to skip to vet the applicant’s home if they are short on time or 
if the results from the stage vetting are bad enough to determine that the applicant should 

https://obtih.enketo.formhub.org/webform
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be rejected. If there will not be a home visit, the answer on that question in the 
scoreboard is naturally “No”. 

5. For the Field Vetting Form (vetting__survey) make sure you carefully read the hints 
in grey for specific questions. This is because you will ask the stage members, spouse, 
neighbors and applicant questions but will answer them differently. Each hint for the 
questions will tell you as a vetting agent, how exactly to answer each question. For 
example, one question is asked as: When does the applicant arrive at and leave the stage? 
The field agent will however answer the question as, “Does the applicant work after 9pm? 
You will be given 3 choices, “Yes”, “No” and “I don’t know”. As field agent you will 
then fill out what is correct. If the stage members say that the applicant works 7am-7pm, 
the field agent will check the box “No” (as the applicant does not work after 9pm). 

6. There are also some opinionated questions, based on your impression of the applicant as 
a field agent. These questions shall not be asked to anyone, you as a field agent will just 
fill in what you yourself consider be the best applicable answer for the applicant.  

7. There are also 5 social evaluation impact questions regarding the applicant’s home 
situation with water, electricity etc. These shall be filled out if time permits and either 
based on observations or questions posed to the applicant.  

8. When traveling between stage and home, just put the smartphone or tablet in screensaver 
mode and continue the vetting form upon arrival at the home/stage. Otherwise it shall 
also be possible to save the form as a draft when completing the stage vetting and 
retrieving it again upon arrival at the home to continue the home vetting.  

9. After completing the entire form, with a finished stage and home vetting you are to 
submit the form with the filename of the applicant ID number.  

10. You can now begin a new form for submission for the next applicant in line for a field 
vetting.  

11. The submitted form will be uploaded to Formhub automatically. 

 
Scorecard instructions: 

12. When all vetting is done for the week, the Vetting Committee will use 
“vetting__scorecard.xlsx” to calculate the results from the vetting. By retrieving the 
results from the vetting form through Formhub, the results can be pasted into 
“vetting__scorecard.xlsx” directly and it will calculate a score between 0-100 for the 
applicant. 

13. Log in to Formhub and at the startpage scroll down to vetting__survey. In that row you 
will see the option “Download as xls” and you will choose this option. You will be 
redirected to a new page on Formhub and you will see the options of excel files to 
download. Choose the most recent one (the first options of the files) and download it.  

14. Save the excel file as “Vetting_survey_YYYY_MM_DD”. For example if you vetted the 
1st of April 2014 the file name is: “Vetting_survey_2014_04_01”. 
It is important that the format of the name is consistent. 

15. When opening that excel file you will copy all rows of submitted field vetting surveys (if 
you vetted 15 people, you should copy 15 rows). 

16. Paste all rows in the excel file “vetting__scorecard” correctly as the instructions in that 
file say, the excel file will give you a score on every applicant.  

17. What each score implies should best be decided after a testing round with the scoreboard. 
A suggestion is to eliminate applicants who receive a score lower than 50. 

18. Save the file with the scores of the vetted applicants as 
“Vetting_scorecard_YYYY_MM_DD”. For example, if you vetted on the 1st of April 
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2014, the file name should be “Vetting_scorecard_2014_04_01. If you complete the 
scorecard for 2 vetting days the name shall be: 
“Vetting_scorecard_YYYY_MM_DDDD”, for example, if you vet the 1st  and 2nd of 
April 2014, the file name should be “Vetting_scorecard_2014_04_0102”. 

19. A suggestion is to use dropbox for saving shared files, so that everyone can see them or 
uploading them to google drive. 
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3.2 Paper Application Form 

 

APPLICATION FORM 

Please fill out this form before visiting one of the Tugende Application Agents. Answer all the 

questions and bring the paper with you to the Tugende Application Agent after filling it out. 

None of the information submitted will be used outside of Tugende and will be treated as 

confidential. 

 Before filling out the form, please make sure that you have the three following documents: 3 

passport photos, chairman letter, Photocopy (not the original) of the KCCA registration 

and/or Stage card. If you did not bring these documents, please bring them next 

Wednesday and fill out this form then 

Information of Applicant 
 

Application ID: ____________ Date of Application: _______________Lecture number_____ 
    Year-Month-Day               (1,2 or 3) 

Name of Applicant: _________________________Telephone Number:___________________ 
           Last Name                      First Name, Middle Name            07X-XXX-XXX 

 
Are you a previous Tugende 
Customer? 

 
Gender 

 
Do you have a KCCA 
registration number? 
 

Yes  No 
 

Male   Female Yes  No 

If Yes, how many previous 
applications? 
 
 

_______ 
 

 
Date of Birth 
(Day-Month-Year) 
 

____-____-______ 

If Yes, please fill out your 
KCCA registration number 
 
 

________________ 

 
What is your current stage? 
(Please be as specific as possible) 

 
How many years have you 
been working your current 
stage? 

 
If applicable, where is your 
old stage and how long did 
you work there? 

 
______________________ 

 
Less than 1 year 
Other:_____ years 

____________________ 
_____ years 

 
Where do you live? (Please be as 

specific as possible) 

  
How many years have you 
been working as a boda 
boda driver in total? 
 

 
What was your last year in 
school? (Enter in the format p1, 

s1, u1 etc.)  

__________________________ ____ years ___________ 

TURN THE PAPER PLEASE! 
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Are you married? 
 

 Yes  No 

 
Number of people in your household? (including 

you) 

 
________ 

 
Do you have life insurance? 
 

Yes  No 
 

 
How many children do you have? 
 
________ 

 
Do you have a bank account? 

 Yes  No 
 
If Yes, which Bank(s)? (please list the name of the 

bank): 

How old are your children? 
(Please write all ages in years and if a child is younger 
than 1 year please write 1, i.e. 7, 5, 1) 
 

_____________________________ 

 
____________________ 
____________________ 

  
 
Please check all the assets you own.  

 

 
What kind of motorcycle do you want? 

 Yamaha Crux      Bajaj Boxer 
 TVS Star             Does not matter 
 Other:_________________ 

 
Motorcycle        Land       Home  
TV                     Radio      Sofa      
Chairs               Bed         Bed sheets
Stove                Refrigerator 
Other (please list items): 

 
Any preferred color? 
 

Red  Black   Blue  Does not matter 

________________________ 
________________________ 
________________________ 
 

 

 

For the following statements, please fill out whether the statements apply to You (TRUE) or 

not (FALSE). Please be sincere and answer the statements honestly. 

1. I often do things on impulse.                True  False 

2. I spend as much time as I can with family/friends.              True  False 

3. When I do things, I do them with a lot of energy.             True  False 

4. I drink alcoholic substances more than 2 times per week             True  False 

5. If someone disagrees with me, I tend to get upset.             True  False

   

Thank You! You can now stand in line and wait for your turn with an application agent to 

proceed with your application. Please bring this form with you to the Application Agent.  
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3.3 Vetting Scorecard 
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The following two documents consist of five pictures. The first three pictures show the Excel code for the online 

application form and the two last pictures show the Excel code for the vetting survey.  

3.4 Excel Code for Online Application Form 

3.5 Excel Code for Vetting Survey 

 

 



type name label hint required relevant calculation
today today Date	  of	  survey
text conducting_manager Conducting	  manager yes
integer application_number Application	  # yes
text name Full	  name	  of	  applicant yes
text home Where	  do	  you	  live? Please	  be	  as	  specific	  as	  possible.yes
text stage1 Where	  is	  your	  current	  stage? Please	  be	  as	  specific	  as	  possible.	  If	  he	  is	  not	  currently	  a	  boda	  driver,	  enter	  [N/A].yes
select_one	  yes_no now Will	  you	  fill	  in	  the	  information	  from	  the	  paper	  form	  now? yes
begin	  group paperform Paper	  Form	  Questions ${now}	  =	  'yes'
text phone_number What	  is	  your	  phone	  number? Write	  the	  number	  in	  the	  following	  format	  [07XX	  XXX	  XXX].
integer number_of_applications Have	  you	  applied	  for	  a	  Tugende	  loan	  before?	  If	  yes,	  then	  how	  many	  times? Enter	  [0]	  if	  this	  is	  the	  applicant's	  first	  time.
select_one	  gender_list gender Gender
date birth_date Date	  of	  birth
text KCCA KCCA	  registration	  # If	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  have	  registration	  number,	  write	  [N/A].
decimal stage1_years How	  many	  years	  have	  you	  been	  working	  at	  your	  current	  stage? If	  he	  is	  not	  currently	  a	  boda	  driver,	  enter	  [0].
select_one	  yes_no oldstage Have	  you	  worked	  at	  any	  other	  stage	  before?
text oldstage2 Where	  is	  your	  old	  stage	  and	  how	  long	  did	  you	  work	  there? ${oldstage}	  =	  'yes'
integer driving_years How	  many	  years	  have	  you	  been	  driving	  a	  boda	  in	  total? Remember	  to	  enter	  the	  number	  in	  years	  (6	  months	  will	  correspond	  to	  the	  number	  0,5).
text education Last	  year	  of	  school Enter	  in	  the	  following	  format:	  p1,	  s1,	  u1	  etc.
select_one	  yes_no marital_status Are	  you	  married?
integer household_size How	  many	  people	  sleeps	  in	  your	  house? Number	  of	  people	  in	  the	  household,	  including	  the	  applicant.
integer children How	  many	  children	  do	  you	  have? If	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  have	  children,	  enter	  [0].
text chirldre_ages How	  old	  are	  your	  children? Please	  enter	  in	  a	  descending	  order	  in	  the	  unit	  of	  years,	  e.g.	  [7,	  5,	  2,	  1].	  For	  all	  infants	  younger	  than	  a	  year,	  please	  enter	  [1].
select_one	  yes_no life_insurance Do	  you	  have	  life	  insurance?
select_one	  yes_no bank Do	  you	  have	  a	  bank	  account?
text bank_name Which	  bank? ${bank}	  =	  'yes'
select_multiple	  asset_list assets Does	  the	  applicant	  own	  anything	  among	  the	  listed	  items	  or	  anything	  else	  worth	  over	  shs	  200,000?
text assets_other What	  does	  the	  applicant	  own	  that	  is	  worth	  over	  shs	  200,000? selected(${assets},	  'asset_other')
select_one	  brand_list brand What	  motorcycle	  brand	  do	  you	  want?
text brand_other What	  brand? ${brand}	  =	  'brand_other'
select_one	  color_list color Do	  you	  prefer	  any	  specific	  color?
select_one	  true_false personality1 I	  often	  do	  things	  on	  impulse.
select_one	  true_false personality2 I	  spend	  as	  much	  time	  as	  I	  can	  with	  family/friends.
select_one	  true_false personality3 When	  I	  do	  things,	  I	  do	  them	  with	  a	  lot	  of	  energy.
select_one	  true_false personality4 I	  drink	  more	  than	  2	  times	  a	  week.
select_one	  true_false personality5 If	  someone	  disagrees	  with	  me,	  I	  tend	  to	  get	  upset.
end	  group
note End	  of	  paper	  form	  questions

select_one	  referee_list referee_relationship Do	  you	  have	  a	  referee?	  If	  yes,	  what	  is	  your	  relationship	  with	  this	  person? yes
text referee_relationship_other Please	  specify	  'Other'. ${referee_relationship}	  =	  'referee_other'
text reference What	  is	  your	  referee's	  full	  name	  and	  phone	  number? Please	  enter	  in	  the	  format	  [John	  Doe,	  07XX	  XXX	  XXX].${referee_relationship}	  !=	  'referee_no'
text working_experience Do	  you	  have	  any	  previous	  working	  experience? Give	  details	  on	  profession,	  years,	  if	  applicable	  which	  company,	  why	  the	  applicant	  quit.	  Enter	  [N/A]	  if	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  have	  previous	  job	  experiences.yes
text working_experience2 Any	  other	  working	  experience? Leave	  this	  space	  empty	  if	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  mention	  any	  other	  working	  experiences
text working_experience3 Any	  other	  working	  experience? Leave	  this	  space	  empty	  if	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  mention	  any	  other	  working	  experiences
select_one	  yes_no currently_driver Do	  you	  current	  work	  as	  a	  bodaboda	  driver? yes
select_one	  motorcycle_list motorcycle_status The	  motorcycle	  you	  have	  in	  your	  possession	  is… yes
text motorcycle_lender What	  is	  the	  motorcycle	  owner's	  name	  and	  phone	  number? Include	  full	  name	  and	  phone	  number	  and	  indicate	  relationship.	  E.g.	  [John	  Doe,	  07XX	  XXX	  XXX,	  friend].${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rented'
select_one	  relationship_list lender_relationship Please	  indicate	  the	  relationship	  you	  have	  with	  the	  person	  you	  are	  lending	  or	  borrowing	  the	  bike	  from. ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rented'
text lender_relationship_other Please	  specify	  'Other'. ${lender_relationship}	  =	  'lender_other'
select_one	  owning_list motorcycle_owner How	  did	  you	  buy/get	  the	  bike? ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_owned'
text loan_history Have	  you	  had	  a	  loan	  before?	  Do	  you	  currently	  have	  a	  loan? Include	  loan	  amount,	  bank,	  how	  long	  it	  took	  for	  him/her	  to	  pay	  back,	  and	  how	  much	  the	  monthly/one-‐time	  payments	  were.yes
text loan_history2 More	  space	  for	  loan	  history
integer loan_weekly Do	  you	  currently	  have	  an	  unpaid	  loan?	  If	  yes,	  then	  how	  much	  do	  you	  pay	  a	  WEEK? Include	  motorcycle-‐related	  loans!	  If	  the	  applicant	  is	  not	  currently	  paying	  off	  a	  loan,	  enter	  [0].yes
integer workdays How	  many	  days	  a	  WEEK	  do	  you	  work	  as	  a	  bodaboda	  driver? Or	  answer	  the	  question	  hypothetically:	  If	  he	  gets	  a	  bike	  from	  Tugende,	  how	  many	  days	  a	  WEEK	  will	  he	  work	  as	  a	  bodaboda	  driver?yes

begin	  group calculations_group Calculations
note cal Please	  remember	  to	  enter	  the	  amounts	  in	  the	  correct	  unit.	  Exclude	  punctuations,	  in	  other	  words	  [shs	  35,000]	  is	  entered	  in	  the	  format	  [35000].
note cal2 Attempt	  to	  get	  answers	  from	  all	  questions	  to	  put	  in	  the	  green	  boxes,	  but	  If	  a	  question	  cannot	  be	  answered,	  put	  in	  the	  value	  [0].
integer income_daily How	  much	  do	  you	  earn	  by	  driving	  a	  boda	  a	  DAY? ${currently_driver}	  =	  'yes'
integer fuel_daily What	  is	  your	  DAILY	  fuel	  expense? ${currently_driver}	  =	  'yes'
integer maintenance_weekly How	  much	  do	  you	  spend	  on	  maintenance	  costs	  a	  WEEK? If	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  pay	  maintenance	  costs	  himself,	  enter	  [0].${currently_driver}	  =	  'yes'
integer rent_in_weekly How	  much	  do	  you	  pay	  in	  rent	  for	  the	  motorcycle	  a	  WEEK? If	  it's	  a	  loan,	  enter	  it	  in	  the	  previous	  question	  about	  current	  loans.${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rented'

integer rent_out_weekly_now
Are	  you	  currently	  renting	  out	  a	  motorcycle	  you	  own?	  (If	  no,	  enter	  [0].)	  If	  yes,	  how	  
much	  do	  you	  rent	  it	  out	  for	  per	  WEEK? If	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  plan	  to	  rent	  it	  own	  for	  money,	  enter	  [0].${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_owned'



integer rent_out_weekly
How	  much	  will	  you	  be	  able	  to	  rent	  out	  the	  motorcycle	  you	  currently	  OWN	  and	  
DRIVE	  per	  WEEK	  after	  getting	  a	  Tugende	  loan? If	  the	  applicant	  does	  not	  plan	  to	  rent	  it	  own	  for	  money,	  enter	  [0].${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_owned'

note hypothetical

Hypothetical	  questions	  for	  an	  applicant	  who	  currently	  does	  not	  drive	  a	  boda.	  
Answer	  questions	  hypothetically	  or	  ask	  the	  applicant	  about	  how	  much	  he	  used	  to	  
make	  as	  a	  boda	  driver.

integer income_daily_th If	  you	  get	  a	  motorcycle	  from	  Tugende,	  how	  much	  would	  you	  be	  able	  to	  earn	  by	  driving	  a	  boda	  per	  DAY? ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'
integer fuel_daily_th What	  would	  your	  DAILY	  fuel	  expenses	  be? ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'
integer maintenance_weekly_th How	  much	  would	  you	  spend	  on	  maintenance	  costs	  per	  WEEK? ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'

integer food_daily How	  much	  do	  you	  spend	  on	  food	  for	  the	  household	  a	  DAY? yes
integer house_monthly How	  much	  do	  you	  pay	  in	  rent	  a	  MONTH? yes
integer school_semester How	  much	  do	  you	  pay	  in	  school	  fees	  per	  SEMESTER?	  (In	  total	  for	  all	  children) yes

integer support_monthly
Are	  there	  other	  people	  that	  you	  help	  to	  support?	  Parents,	  siblings	  or	  other	  
relatives?	  What	  amount	  do	  you	  give	  these	  people	  a	  MONTH? yes

integer other_weekly How	  much	  do	  you	  get	  in	  total	  per	  WEEK	  from	  other	  sources	  of	  income? E.g.	  If	  the	  spouse	  is	  working	  or	  income	  from	  part-‐time	  jobs.yes

integer money_left_weekly How	  much	  money	  do	  you	  have	  left	  after	  all	  the	  expenses	  in	  a	  WEEK? yes
integer savings_weekly How	  much	  money	  can	  you	  put	  away	  in	  savings	  per	  WEEK? yes
end	  group

begin	  group results Results	  from	  calculations
calculate netincome_driving_owned Calculated	  WEEKLY	  net	  income	  from	  (owned)	  bodaboda	  driving ${currently_driver}	  =	  'yes'${workdays}*(${income_daily}-‐${fuel_daily})-‐${maintenance_weekly}+${rent_out_weekly_now}
calculate netincome_driving_rented Calculated	  WEEKLY	  net	  income	  from	  (rented)	  bodaboda	  driving ${currently_driver}	  =	  'yes'${workdays}*(${income_daily}-‐${fuel_daily})-‐${maintenance_weekly}-‐${rent_in_weekly}
calculate netincome_driving_borrowed Calculated	  WEEKLY	  net	  income	  from	  (borrowed)	  bodaboda	  driving ${currently_driver}	  =	  'yes'${workdays}*(${income_daily}-‐${fuel_daily})-‐${maintenance_weekly}
calculate netincome_driving_th Calculated	  theoretical	  WEEKLY	  net	  income	  from	  bodaboda	  driving ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'${workdays}*(${income_daily_th}-‐${fuel_daily_th})-‐${maintenance_weekly_th}
calculate home_expenses Calculated	  WEEKLY	  home-‐related	  expenses ${food_daily}*7+0.23333*${house_monthly}+0.057534*${school_semester}+0.23333*${support_monthly}
calculate other_net Calculated	  other	  net	  sum	  of	  income	  and	  expenses ${other_weekly}-‐${loan_weekly}
calculate extra_before_savings Calculated	  extra	  expenses	  right	  before	  savings ${money_left_weekly}-‐${savings_weekly}

calculate calculated_savings_owned ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_owned'${netincome_driving_owned}-‐${home_expenses}+${other_net}-‐${extra_before_savings}
note display_savings_owned Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_savings_owned} ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_owned'
calculate calculated_savings_rented ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rented'${netincome_driving_rented}-‐${home_expenses}+${other_net}-‐${extra_before_savings}
note display_savings_rented Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_savings_rented} ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rented'
calculate calculated_savings_borrowed ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rentfree'${netincome_driving_borrowed}-‐${home_expenses}+${other_net}-‐${extra_before_savings}
note display_savings_borrowed Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_savings_borrowed} ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rentfree'
calculate calculated_savings_th ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'${home_expenses}+${other_net}-‐${extra_before_savings}
note display_savings_th Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_savings_th} ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'

calculate calculated_ability_owned ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_owned'${calculated_savings_owned}+${rent_out_weekly}
note display_ability_owned Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_ability_owned} ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_owned'
calculate calculated_ability_rented ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rented'${calculated_savings_rented}+${rent_in_weekly}
note display_ability_rented Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_ability_rented} ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rented'
calculate calculated_ability_borrowed ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rentfree'${calculated_savings_borrowed}
note display_ability_borrowed Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_ability_borrowed} ${motorcycle_status}	  =	  'motorcycle_rentfree'
calculate calculated_ability_th ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'${netincome_driving_th}+${calculated_savings_th}
note display_ability_th Calculated	  WEEKLY	  savings	  in	  theory:	  ${calculated_ability_th} ${currently_driver}	  =	  'no'
end	  group

text interests What	  do	  you	  do	  on	  your	  free	  time?	  What	  are	  your	  interests? If	  he	  doesn't	  know,	  enter	  [N/A].yes
text after_owning On	  what	  are	  you	  going	  to	  use	  the	  extra	  income	  after	  owning?	  What	  do	  you	  want	  to	  spend	  more	  money	  on?	  What	  do	  you	  want	  to	  invest	  in?yes
select_multiple	  rating_list rating In	  your	  personal	  opinion,	  which	  of	  the	  following	  criteteria	  does	  the	  applicant	  fulfill? You	  can	  pick	  more	  than	  one	  alternative.yes
select_one	  rating_list2 rating2 In	  your	  personal	  opinion,	  how	  do	  you	  rate	  this	  person's	  application? yes
text positive_indications List	  some	  positive	  indications	  on	  this	  person. yes
text negative_indications List	  some	  negative	  indications	  on	  this	  person. yes

note draft Please	  remember	  to	  save	  this	  online	  application	  as	  a	  draft	  if	  answers	  from	  the	  paper	  form	  has	  not	  yet	  been	  entered.	  Click	  submit	  once	  every	  question	  is	  answered.



list	  name name label
gender_list male Male
gender_list female Female
yes_no yes Yes
yes_no no No
referee_list referee_relative Family	  or	  relative
referee_list referee_stagemember Friend	  from	  stage
referee_list referee_friend Friend	  elsewhere
referee_list referee_passenger Passenger
referee_list referee_no The	  applicant	  does	  not	  have	  a	  referee
referee_list referee_other Other
asset_list asset_motorcycle Motorcycle
asset_list asset_home Home
asset_list asset_land Land
asset_list asset_tv TV	  and/or	  Hoofer	  system
asset_list asset_refrigerator Refrigerator
asset_list asset_other Other	  items	  worth	  more	  than	  shs	  200,000
asset_list asset_no No
brand_list brand_yamaha Yamaha	  Crux
brand_list brand_bajaj Bajaj	  Boxer
brand_list brand_tvs TVS	  Star
brand_list brand_dontcare Does	  not	  matter
brand_list brand_other Other
color_list color_red Red
color_list color_black Black
color_list color_blue Blue
color_list color_dontcare Does	  not	  matter
true_false true True
true_false false False
motorcycle_listmotorcycle_owned Owned	  by	  you
motorcycle_listmotorcycle_rented Rented/Leased
motorcycle_listmotorcycle_rentfree Borrowed	  rent-‐free
motorcycle_listmotorcycle_noboda You	  do	  not	  drive	  a	  boda	  right	  now
relationship_listlender_relative Family	  or	  relative
relationship_listlender_friend Friend
relationship_listlender_unknown Somebody	  he/she	  does	  not	  know	  on	  a	  personal	  level
relationship_listlender_company A	  company	  or	  organization
relationship_listlender_other Other
owning_list owning_loan Loan
owning_list owning_personal_savings Personal	  savings
owning_list owning_given Inherited	  or	  given	  for	  free
owning_list owning_other Other
done done done
rating_list rating_econ Economic	  stability
rating_list rating_maturity Maturity	  and	  experience	  in	  the	  boda	  industry
rating_list rating_accuracy Accuracy	  -‐	  has	  the	  applicant	  answered	  the	  questions	  truthfully?
rating_list2 rating2_1 1	  (Poor)
rating_list2 rating2_2 2
rating_list2 rating2_3 3	  (Average)
rating_list2 rating2_4 4
rating_list2 rating2_5 5	  (Excellent)



type name label hint required relevant
today vetting_day Date	  of	  vetting yes
text conducting_managerConducting	  Field	  Agent yes
integer application_number Application	  # yes
text applicant_name Full	  name	  of	  applicant yes
text phone_number What	  is	  the	  applicant's	  phone	  number? Write	  the	  number	  in	  the	  following	  format	  [07XX	  XXX	  XXX].
image applicant_photo Please	  take	  a	  profile	  picture	  of	  the	  applicant

select_one	  home_visit stage_visit_decision Is	  there	  going	  to	  be	  a	  stage	  vetting?
text stage_visit_decision_noWhy	  has	  the	  Field	  Agent	  decided	  not	  to	  do	  a	  stage	  visit? ${stage_visit_decision}	  =	  'home_visit_no'
begin	  group Stage_Vetting Stage	  Vetting	  Questions ${stage_visit_decision}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
geopoint stage_location Collect	  the	  GPS	  coordinates	  of	  this	  stage
select_one	  reason_list stage_attractiveness Is	  the	  applicant's	  stage	  at	  an	  attractive	  location? Field	  Agent	  will	  answer	  how	  good	  the	  location	  of	  the	  stage	  is	  from	  Tugende's	  perspective	  and	  the	  applicant's	  perpsective.
note note_stagemembers Please	  answer	  the	  following	  7	  questions	  based	  on	  information	  from	  the	  stagemembersThe	  Field	  Agent	  will	  answer	  these	  questions	  based	  on	  the	  information	  gathered	  at	  the	  stage
select_one	  stageyear_list stage_years How	  many	  years	  has	  the	  applicant	  been	  working	  at	  the	  stage?
select_one	  motorcycle_list motorcycle_status What	  is	  the	  current	  status	  of	  the	  his/her	  motorcycle?
select_one	  driverskills_list motorcycle_condition Observation:	  What	  is	  the	  condition	  of	  motorcycle	  in	  relevance	  to	  how	  long	  the	  applicant	  has	  had	  the	  bike?Field	  Agent	  shall	  observe	  the	  conidtion	  of	  the	  motorcycle	  of	  the	  applicant	  and	  score	  it	  from	  1	  (in	  a	  very	  bad	  shape)	  to	  5	  (in	  an	  excellent	  shape)
select_one	  work_hours stage_hours When	  does	  he/she	  arrive	  at	  and	  leave	  the	  stage? Field	  Agent	  answers	  question	  as:	  Does	  the	  applicant	  work	  after	  9pm?
select_one	  helmet_list helmet_wear Does	  he/she	  wear	  a	  helmet	  while	  driving?
select_one	  driverskills_list driver_skills Is	  he/she	  a	  good	  driver? Field	  Agent	  shall	  rate	  the	  applicant's	  driving	  skills	  based	  on	  information	  from	  the	  stage	  visit
select_one	  payment_list payment_reliability Is	  he/she	  reliable	  regarding	  payments? Field	  Agent	  shall	  answer	  based	  on	  information	  from	  the	  stage	  visit
select_one	  drinking_list drinking_behaviour Does	  the	  applicant	  drink	  alkoholic	  substances	  on	  a	  regular	  basis?
select_one	  terms_conditions terms_and_conditions Field	  Agent	  shall	  observe	  if	  the	  applicant	  explains	  the	  terms	  and	  conditions	  for	  the	  stagemembers	  before	  signing	  for	  him/her.If	  the	  applicant	  is	  unsure	  about	  details	  in	  the	  terms	  and	  conditions,	  explain	  it	  again	  to	  him/her.
note note_stagevisit Please	  answer	  the	  following	  2	  questions	  based	  on	  the	  Field	  Agent's	  own	  impression	  and	  opinion
select_one	  rating_list applicant_personality Does	  the	  applicant	  seem	  like	  a	  good	  man/woman? Field	  Agent's	  personal	  observation/opinion	  after	  gaining	  information	  from	  the	  stage.	  1	  significates	  not	  good	  and	  5	  excellent
select_one	  signature_list stage_signatures Were	  the	  stagemembers	  hesitant	  of	  signing	  for	  the	  applicant? Field	  Agent's	  personal	  observation/opinion	  after	  gathering	  signatures	  at	  the	  stage
end	  group End	  of	  Stage	  Vetting	  Questions

select_one	  home_visit homevisit_decision_yesIs	  a	  home	  visit	  going	  to	  be	  conducted	  by	  the	  Field	  Agent? Fill	  in	  Yes 	  if	  there	  will	  be	  a	  home	  visit	  after	  the	  stage	  visit,	  fill	  in	  No	  if	  there	  is	  no	  need	  for	  a	  home	  visit
text homevisit_decision_noWhy	  has	  the	  Field	  Agent	  decided	  not	  to	  do	  a	  homevisit? Please	  fill	  in	  the	  box	  with	  the	  reason	  you	  have	  chosen	  not	  to	  do	  a	  home	  visit.${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_no'
begin	  group Home_vetting Home	  Vetting	  Questions ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
geopoint home_location Collect	  the	  GPS	  coordinates	  of	  this	  residence
note note_homevisit Please	  ask	  the	  following	  5	  questions	  to	  family,	  relatives	  and/or	  neighbors
select_one	  moving_around residencial_time How	  long	  has	  the	  applicant	  lived	  at	  the	  current	  residence? Field	  Agent	  answers	  as:	  Does	  the	  applicant	  seem	  to	  have	  been	  moving	  around	  alot?
select_one	  provide_list provide_status Does	  the	  applicant	  provide	  for	  someone	  else	  than	  himself/herself?
select_one	  motorcycle_safenight motorcycle_night Where	  does	  the	  applicant	  keep	  the	  motorcycle	  during	  the	  night? Field	  Agent	  answers	  as:	  Does	  the	  applicant	  keep	  the	  motorcycle	  in	  a	  safe	  place	  during	  the	  night?
select_one	  motorcycle_list motorcycle_statushomevisitWhat	  is	  the	  current	  status	  of	  the	  applicant’s	  motorcycle?
select_one	  work_hours work_hours_homevisitWhat	  time	  does	  the	  applicant	  leave	  for	  work	  and	  come	  home	  from	  work?Field	  Agent	  answers	  question	  as:	  Does	  the	  applicant	  work	  after	  9pm?
select_one	  criminal_list criminal_offence When	  was	  the	  last	  time	  the	  applicant	  was	  accused	  of	  any	  criminal	  offence?Field	  Agent	  asks	  applicant	  but	  answers	  question	  as:	  Has	  the	  applicant	  ever	  been	  accused	  of	  criminal	  offence?
select_one	  reason_list reason_answer Why	  did	  you	  come	  to	  Tugende?	  Why	  do	  you	  think	  you	  should	  get	  a	  loan	  from	  Tugende?Field	  Agent	  answers	  question	  as:	  How	  was	  the	  answer	  and	  reasoning	  of	  the	  applicant?
select_one	  signature_list home_signatures Were	  the	  family	  members	  hesitant	  of	  signing	  for	  the	  applicant? Field	  Agent's	  personal	  observation/opinion	  after	  gathering	  signatures	  at	  the	  home${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
end	  group End	  of	  Home	  Vetting	  Questions

note note_socialevaluationimpactThe	  following	  question	  are	  to	  be	  answered	  	  by	  the	  Field	  Agent	  through	  questions	  and	  observations	  for	  future	  social	  evaluation	  impact	  (if	  the	  opportunity	  arises	  and	  time	  permits).${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
select_one	  meals_list meals_perday How	  many	  meals	  does	  the	  applicant	  have	  per	  day? ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
select_one	  roof_list roof_material What	  is	  the	  roof	  of	  the	  applicant's	  house	  made	  of? ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
select_one	  exterior_list exterior_material What	  is	  the	  exterior	  of	  the	  house	  made	  of? ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
select_one	  lightning_list sourceof_lightning What	  source	  of	  lightning	  does	  the	  applicant	  use	  at	  home? ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
select_one	  water_list running_water Does	  the	  applicant	  have	  running	  water	  at	  home? ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'

note note_home Please	  answer	  the	  following	  question	  based	  on	  the	  Field	  Agent's	  own	  impression	  and	  opinion
select_one	  sincere_list applicant_sincere Has	  the	  applicant	  been	  sincere	  during	  the	  vetting? Field	  Agent's	  personal	  observation/opinion	  after	  completed	  vetting

text positive_comments Does	  the	  Field	  Agent	  have	  any	  positive	  comments	  regarding	  the	  applicant? ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'
text negative_comments Does	  the	  Field	  Agent	  have	  any	  negative	  comments	  regarding	  the	  applicant? ${homevisit_decision_yes}	  =	  'home_visit_yes'



list	  name name label
stageyear_list 1 <	  1	  year
stageyear_list 2 1-‐2	  years
stageyear_list 3 3-‐5	  years
stageyear_list 4 >	  5	  years
stageyear_list 2 I	  don't	  know
motorcycle_list owning Owned	  by	  applicant
motorcycle_list borrowing Rented/Leased
motorcycle_list renting Borrowed	  for	  free
motorcycle_list no_boda Applicant	  does	  not	  drive	  a	  boda	  right	  now
work_hours 2 Yes
work_hours 0 No
work_hours 1 I	  don't	  know
helmet_list 2 Yes
helmet_list 0 No
helmet_list 1 I	  don't	  know
driverskills_list 5 Excellent
driverskills_list 4 Good
driverskills_list 3 Neutral
driverskills_list 1 Not	  good
driverskills_list 2 I	  don't	  know
payment_list 2 Yes
payment_list 0 No
payment_list 1 I	  don't	  know
drinking_list 0 Yes
drinking_list 2 No
drinking_list 1 I	  don't	  know
terms_conditions 2 Applicant	  gave	  a	  good	  explaination
terms_conditions 0 Applicant	  did	  not	  give	  a	  good	  explaination
terms_conditions 1 I	  don't	  know
rating_list 1 1	  (not	  good)
rating_list 2 2
rating_list 3 3
rating_list 4 4
rating_list 5 5	  (excellent)
signature_list 0 Yes
signature_list 2 No
signature_list 1 I	  don't	  know
home_visit home_visit_yes Yes
home_visit home_visit_no No
moving_around 0 Yes
moving_around 2 No
moving_around 1 I	  don't	  know
provide_list 2 Yes
provide_list 0 No
provide_list 1 I	  don't	  know
motorcycle_safenight 2 Yes
motorcycle_safenight 0 No
motorcycle_safenight 1 I	  don't	  know
criminal_list 0 Yes
criminal_list 2 No
criminal_list 1 I	  don't	  know
reason_list 3 Good
reason_list 2 Average
reason_list 1 Not	  very	  good
meals_list one_meal 1
meals_list two_meals 2
meals_list three_meals 3
meals_list threeormore_meals >3
roof_list roof_thatch Thatch
roof_list roof_metal Metal
roof_list roof_other Other
exterior_list exterior_mud Mud
exterior_list exterior_brick Bricks
exterior_list exterior_wood Wood
exterior_list exterior_cement Cement
lightning_list lightning_electricity Electricity
lightning_list lightning_candles Candels
lightning_list lightning_kersosene Kerosene	  Lamps
lightning_list lightning_solar Solar	  Panels
lightning_list lightning_other Other
water_list water_yes Yes
water_list water_no No
water_list water_idontknow I	  don't	  know
sincere_list 2 Yes
sincere_list 0 No
sincere_list 1 I	  don't	  know


